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ABSTRACT
The effectsofvane/bladeratioand spacingon thenoisecharacter;sticsofa high-speedfanwere in-
vestigatedexperimentallyand analytically.The experimentalinvestigationwas carriedout on a
50.Bcm- (20in.-)diameterscalemodel fanstageinan anechoichamberwithan inflowturbulencecon-
trolscreeninstalled.The forty-fourbladerotorwas testedwithforty-eightvane and eighty-sixvane
statorrows,over a rangeof axialrotor-statorspacingsfrom 0.5 to 2.3 rotortipchords. A two-
dimensionalstriptheorymodel of rotor-statorinteractionnoisewas employedtopredicthe measured
tonepowerleveltrends,and goodoverallagreementwithmeasuredtrendswas obtained.
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SUMMARY
An experimental and analytical investigation of the effects of vane/blade numbe, _ ratio and axial
spacingon the noisecharacteristicsof a high-speedfan stagewas car,ledout. The experimentalmea-
surements were conducted on a 50.8cm- (20 in.-)diameter fan stage having a design tipspeed of
427 m/s (1400ft/sec).The testswere carriedout izlthe General ElectricCorporate Research and
Development anechoicchamber fan noisefacility.The objectiveof theseexperimentswas to quantify
the effectsof rotor-to-sisteraxialspacingfora typical"cut-off''fan designand a typical"cut-on" fan
design.The cut-offan designistypicalof currenttechnologyfandesignsused inmodern high bypass
ratioengines,where the vane number isapproximatelytwicethe bladenumber so thatthe fundamental
blade passingfrequency tone produced by rotor-starerinteractionisnonpropagatingfor subsonic tip
speeds. The cut-onfan dcsign has approximatelythe same number of vanes as blades,producinga
propagatingbladepassingfrequencytone due to rotor-sisterinteractionatsubsonictipspeed. By em-
ployingfewer vanes but maintainingapproximatelythe same statorcascadesolidity,the vane perfor-
mance may be improved due to the lower resultingaspectratio.Further,theremay be a potential
weightand manufacturingcostbenefit.
A forty-fourbladerotordesignedby NASA (designated"Rotor II"), witha forty-eightvane starer
and an eighty-sixvane statorsetwas tested.Rotor-to-statoraxialspacingsof 0.5,1.27and 2.3rotortip
chordswere testedfor the forty-eightvane starerconfiguration,and axialspacingsof 0.5,0.9, 1.27and
2.3 chords were tested for the eighty-six vane configuration. Forward radiated noise measurements
were made with microphones placed on a 5.18 m- (17 ft-) radius arc every 10 ° from 0 ° (fan centerline)
to 110°. Inlet duct wall-mounted pressure transducers, an aft duct traversing sound probe, and a blade.
mounted transducer were employed to provide diagnostic and corroborative information to support and
supplement the far field measurements.
An inflow turbulence control screen, essentially a hemispherical honeycomb dome assembly, was in-
stalled over the fan inlet, along with a specially contoured "reverse cone" inlet bellmouth, to remove
and/or attenuate ingested inflow disturbances due to atmospheric and chamber generated turbulence,
vortices, and d!stortions. The objective of this scre-_-belimouth device was to reduce the inflow
disturbance-rotorinteractionoisesourcestoa levelwellbelow the rotor-statorinteractionlevels,so
thatchangesinspacingand vane number couldbe detectedand evaluated.The fan was testedover a
rangeof speeds from 54% to 100% of design:ridattwo throttlesettingscorrespondingto a medium
and a highloadinglevel.
Theoreticalpredictionsof rotor-statorinteractiontone noise were carriedout for all the
configurationstestedexperimentally.An existingGeneral ElectricAircraftEngine Group computer
program was used forthispurpose,thisprogram havingbeen previouslydeveloped under Independent
Research and Development Program funds. This computer program predicts the forward and aft radiat-
ed tone sound power level spectrum resulting from rotor-stator potential field interaction and rotor-
wake-stator interaction. The computer program model employs a streamline-by-streamline analysis of
the fan stage annulus from hub-to-tip accounting for spanwise variations in flow and geometric parame-
ters on the unsteady blade and vane forces and acoustic source strengths.
The experimental results obtained from this program showed that the fan inlet blade passing tones,
when they are cut on, exhibit a definite decrease in level with increasing rotor-stator spacing. The rate
of decrease was found to be small for the, fundamental tone (n - 1), and became larger with increasing
harmonic number (n --2, 3,etc.).Beyond a spacingof approximately1.5chords,the tone levelsdid
not change appreciably,probablydue to contaminationfrom residualinflowdistortionturbulence-rotor
interactionnoiseand/or the proximityof the broadband noisefloor.No perceptibledifferencebetween
forty-eightvane and eighty-sixvane harmonic falloffrateswas observedinthe farfieldtone levels.
Aft ductprobe sound levelmeasurements were analyzedtoobtainrelativestimatesof theeffectsof
rotor-statcrspacingon aftradiatedtone levels.The resultswere in substantialagreement with the
trendsobservedforthe forwardradiatedfarfieldtones.One interestingtrendobserved isthatthe tone
falloffratewith increasingspacingissomewhat greaterthan thatof the forwardradiatedtones,espe-
ciallyat the higher speeds and higher fan operating line.
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Comparisons were made between the theoretical model predictio _s of tone PWL versus spacing
trends and measured trends. On the whole, agreement between exp_ riment and prediction was quite
good, with the exception that the leveling oft" of tone PWL beyond a spacing of approximately
1.5 chords was no: predicted by the model. This deficiency in the predicted trends was attributed to an
inadequate modeling of the wake merging process at large axial spacings and to the neglect of the resid-
ual inflow turbulence and distortion-rotor interaction noise generation in the predictions.
Conclusions from this study indicated that the fan tone directivity patterns are highly lobular, with
lobe widths that are rather narrow, such that microphones placed at I0° intervals are insufficient to ac-
curately define the field shapes. A traversing microphone arrangement that provides a continuous poi_:
trace is recommended in any future experimental evaluations.
The vane/blade ratio has a significant effect on the shape of the fan rotor-starer noise harmonic
spectrum. High vane/blade ratios (approximately two) tend to produce harmonic peaks at the second
or third harmonic of blade passage frequency, whereas low vane/blade ratios (approximately one) tend
to produce peaks at the first or second harmonic. Rotor-stator axial spacing also affects the harmonic
spectrum shape. As spacing is increased, the tone levels fall off at a rate that increases with increasing
harmonic number.
As speed is increased from typical low-speed approach power settings to high speeds such that the
fan tip Mach number goes from subsonic to supersonic values, the effect of sl.acing and vane/blade ra-
tio diminishes such that v_ry little effect is noticeable in the forward arc at supersonic tip speeds. The
aft duct noise, however, still exhibits the previous_.y described dependency on vane/blade ratio and
spacing at supersonic tip speeds. Conclusions from this effort showed that the forward radiated fan
tone noise becomes dominated by the rotor-alone field at supersonic tip speeds, whereas the aft radiated
noise is still controlled by rotor-starer interaction.
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Section I
INTRODUCTION
Current high bypass fans used in commercial jetengines have, in the recentpast,been designed
with rotor blades and staler vane numbers such that they do not produce acoustic energy in propagating
spinning modes at the fundamental blade passing frequency for st_bsonic tip speeds. As a second pre-
caution, ratherwide separationsof the referand stalerare used to reduce the levelof the harmonics of
the blade passingfrequency,which in thL:usual case do propagate to the far field.With the ever-
increasingcostof fuel,engine manufacturersare being forcedto reduce the rotor-statorspacingtoraise
fan efficiencyand to reduce engine weight. "/'heacousticpenalties,particularlythe possibilityof in-
creasedlevelsof the higherharmonic of blade passingfrequency,must then be carefullyevaluated.An
accurate,theoreticallybased fan noise predicYionscheme thathas been calibratedagainsta set of high-
qualityexperimentaldataisrequiredto make theseevaluations.Such a combination of dataand theory
has not appeared inthe literature,apparentlydue tothe lackof fan noisedatathatparametricallyvaries
rotor-stalerspacingan_ isfreeof the excess noisegeneratedby in!etturbulenceand distortioninterac-
tionwith the fan rotor.One such dataset fret,:an anechoicwind tunnelalong with rotorwake data has
appeared in References 14-16 but a comparison with analysiswas not included. The objectiveof this
program was to provide uncontaminated data set and an analyticalprediction.Preliminaryresultsap-
peared inReference 18.
The experiments were conducted at the General ElectricCorporate Research and Development
anechoic chamber inSchenectady,New York. This anechoic chamber facilityhas demonstrated the ca-
pabilityto produce fan noise data substantiallyfree from excess noise caused by rotor-turbulencein-
teraction.Both inletflowcontouringand a turbulencereductionstructureare used toachievethisend.
The testvehicleused in thisinvestigationwas a 0.504 m- (20 in.-)diameter fan model, A testmatrix
with a largerange of tipspeeds (from subsonic to supersonic)was investigated.Two statorsetswere
investigatedincombination with a forty-fourblade rotor;a cut-offsetwith eighty-si,':vanes and a cut-
on set with forty-eight vanes. For the eighty-six vane set, four rotor-staler spacings were tested and for
the forty-eightvane set,threespacingswere tested.With both stalersets,the range of spacingwas
from 0.5 to 2.3 rotorchords. Twelve microphones were used to measure the farfieldsound radiation
from 0° to It0° to the inletcenterline.The in-ductaftradiatedfan noise sound levelwas measured
witha traversingsound probe.
A computational procedure for carryingout a streamline-by-streamlineanalysisof rotor-statorin-
teraction oise has been developed atGE AEBG under Independent Research and Development Pro-
gram funds. This procedureisdesigned to utilizethe fan stageaxisymmetric flowfieldstreamlineaero-
dynamic designanalysisresultsas input. The model includesnot only viscouswake interactionoise,
but alsothe potentialfield(bladepressurefielddue to loading)interactionsof both the rotorand stator
upon each other. Compressibilityeffectsare included in both viscouswake and potentialfieldinterac-
tion sources,although the potentialfieldinteractionsource model isonly validfor subsonic relative
Mach numbers. This analysisprocedure was used to predictthe rotor-statorinteractiontone sound
power levelsforallof the rotor-stalerconfigurationstestedinthisprogram, and comparisons of predict-
ed versusmeasured trendswere carriedout.
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Section 2
DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY, AND INSTRUMENTATION
A schematic diagram of the facility is shown in Figure I. The anechoic chamber was designed to
simulate a free field acoustic arena and provide adequate aerodynamic operation, h is approximately
10.7 m (35 ft) wide by 7.6 m (25 ft) long by 3.1 m (10 It) high as measured from the tips of the foam
wedges. A free field acoustic environment was achieved by covering walls, ceiling, and floor with an ar-
ray of 0.7 m (28 in.) long polyurethane foam wedges, which provide less than -4-l dB standing wave ra-
tio at 200 Hz.
To achieve the lowest possible amount of inlet distortion and turbulence, the sidewalls, ceiling and
floor of the anechoic chamber are porous. This porous box arrangement is achieved by a manifolding
system whereby air flow is dislributed from a filter house through 15.2 cm (6 in.) deep U-shaped chan-
nels surrounding the chamber. The array of foam wedges is secured to the channels so that the air flow
enters the chamber by passing through small openings between the wedges. It has been demonstrated
in a prior program [1] that such an aspirating chamber arrangement reduces in-flow distortion to the
tan.
To further reduce inlet dist_,,tion, a flared reverse cone inlet, as shown in Figure 2, is used. The re-
verse cone inlet acts as a shroud covering all of the "'upstream" hardware associated with the inlet and
other test instrumentation. This hardware has, in the past, been identified as a major sour-." of inlet
distortion [1]. Along with the addition of the reverse cone inlet, great care was taken to aerodynamical-
ly clean up the chamber and remove all objects that protrude into the inlet flow field and, therefore,
possibly generate flow distortions and turbulence, To further eliminate flow distortions and turbulence
that reside in I!4e boundary layer, the reverse cone inlet is equipped with an internal suction surface, as
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1, Schematic of General Electric Schenectady Anechoic Chamber Facility.
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(TCS).
The test configuration also employs a turbulence control structure (TCS) to condition the inlet flow
and is shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. The TCS used for this program is very similar in size and shape to
that used in the earlier work of Shaw et al. [21 and Woodward et al. [31. The major difference is that in
this current design, the inner fine screen is displaced 5.08 cm (2 in.) downstream of the trailing edge of
the honeycomb. This screen placement was based on the work of Morel [4] who found that in con-
tracting flows, the separation between the honeycomb and the screen was very beneficial in reducing
the axial turbulence intensity. This TCS was designed and fabricated by General Electric's Aircraft En-
gine Business Group as part of a General Electric-;ponsored program. The TCS is nearly hemispherical
in shape -- 2.10 m (82.5 in.) at its largest diameter, 1.31 m (51.38 in.) long, and is of a two-layer con-
struction. The first or outermost layer consists of aluminum honeycomb plus a support screen under
the honeycomb, as shown in Figure 4. The honeycomb is 5.08 cm (2 in.) thick with irregular shaped
cells measuring approximately 0.95 cm (3/8 in.) in width with a wall thickness of 0.063 mm
(0.0025 in.). The second inner layer is a fine mesh (20 by 20) of 0.356 ram- (0.014 in.-) diameter
wire. As can be seen in Figure 5, the TCS is divided into twelve sectors with 10.8 em (4.25 in.) deep
ribbing. The ribs are 0.318 cm (0.125 in.) thick and the screens are welded to the ribs. The complete
_tructur¢ was built and installed in such a way, see Figure 5, as to minimize the wakes from the support
structure and, therefore, offer minimal flow distortion and self-generated turbulence.
The acoustic measurements were made in the anechoic chamber using an array of twelve 0.635 cm
(0.25 in.) microphones. The microphones were located every 10", from 0* (fan centerline) to 110" at
an arc radius of 5.2 m (17 It), as measured from the center of the inlet, one rotor diameter upstream
from the rotor face (see Figure 1). The microphones were calibrated by a piston-phone prior to each
run. Atmospheric absorption is accounted for via the Society of Automotive Engineers Specification
Number ARP866. No other acoustic corrections were applied to this data.
Data acquisition is controlled by a series .l_;nicomputer that obtains the acoustic signals from a real-
time, one-third octave band analyzer and samples the temperatures and pressure signals. By the use of
a scanning multichannel amplifier, each microphone signal is sequentially analyzed and the signal level
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of each one-third octave band (100 Hz to 80 kHz) stored on magnetic tape. For operational monitor-
ing, a three-dimensional plot of the one-third octave band analysis of the SFL of each microphone is
displayed on an oscilloscope as the microphone array is sampled. For backup, and when longer averag-
ing times are necessary) the acoustic signals are recorded simultaneously on a tape recorder. After all
the signals have been accumulated, the computel corrects the data for nonuniform response of the mi-
crophones and can correct for any known nonfree field effects of the arena. Using these corrected
values of the sound pressure level, the computer then calculates the ovei'aU average sound pressure lev-
els for each microphone, the one-third octave band acoustic power levels, and the overall acoustic
power level. The raw and calculated data are then stored on magnetic tape.
While the computer is processing the acoustic data, simultaneous measurement and calculation of all
pertinent parameters for determination of the fan flow conditions and ambient conditions are also car-
ried out and recorded on magnetic tape. As all the pertinent data exists on one magnetic tape, the
acoustic information is readily normalized by the computer immediately following the test.
in addition to the far field microphone array for measuring forward radiated noise, a probe was in-
stalled in the duct downstream of the fan stators to measure aft radiated sound levels. The probe was
originally designed to separate hydrodynamic turbulent fluctuations from random sound pressure fluc-
tuations When the source is broadband in nature, as described in [5]. The probe is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6 and contains two miniature pressure transducers as shown. For the present tests, sound-flow
separation techniques were not employed, since the tone levels were of primary interest and the acous-
tic signal dominates at the fan tone frequencies. The probe is traversable in the radial direction and
probe sound level measurements from both sensors (designated K2 and K4) were recorded at two radi-
al immersion depths for all speeds and throttle settings of all seven fan configurations tested.
Two inlet duct wail-mounted miniature pressure sensors were also installed in front o_ the fan rotor.
One was located at the juncture of the inlet lip and the duct wall (KS), and the other was located just
upstream of the fan rotor (K6). Figure 6 shows the relative locations of these sensors.
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Section 3
DESCRIPTION OF FAN CONFIGURATIONS
The fan stage used in this investigation utilizes a forty-four blade transonic rotor with a 0.504 m-
(20 in.-) tip diameter, designated as NASA Rotor 11. The rotor flow path and blade design is given in
[6] and some of the important fan design parameters are given in Table 1.
Table 1
TEST FAN STAGE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Rotor Inlet Tip Diameter
Pressure Ratio
Rotor Blade Number
Stator Vane Number
Vane/Blade Ratio
Inlet Guide Vanes
Rotor Inlet Hub/Tip Radius Ratio
Rotor-Stator Tip Spacing
Rotor Rotative Speed
Rotor Tip Speed
Rotor Tip Inlet Relative Mach Number
Rotor Chord (Midspan)
Stator Chord (Midspan)
Rotor Aspect Ratio
Stator Aspect Ratio
Rotor Tip Solidity
Stator Tip Solidity
Corrected Inlet Weight Flow
Adiabatic Efficiency
0.504 m (19.84 in.)
1,574
44
86
1.95
None
0.50
1.27 Rotor Chords
16100 rpm
424.9 m/sec. (1394 ft./sec.)
t.394
4.62 cm (1.817 in.)
2.55 cm (1.005 in.)
2.5
2.3
1.298
1.433
29.5 Kg/sec. (65 lbs./sec.)
85.5% (80.9% Measured)
t
-" i
"3"
Two sets of stators or outlet guide vanes (OGV's) were tested with Rotor 11 at various axial spac-
ings downstream of the rotor trailing edge. An eighty-six vane stator row, previously tested in [1] at a
nominal rotor-stator axial spacing of 1.27 tip rotor chord lengths, was tested in the present investigation
at0.5,0.9,1.27,and 2.3 chord spacings.The 0.9 chord spacingconfiguration,although not partof the
originalcontracteffort,was builtand testedas partof a GE AircraftEngine Group internalresearch
and development program and the resultsfrom thatinvestigationare included hereinforcompleteness.
A forty-eightvane statorrow, originallydesigned for the Rotor It stage at 0.5 chord axialspacing
in [6],was testedin the presentinvestigationat rotor-statorspacing-to-chordratiosof 0.5, 1.27,and
2.3.
The vane/blade ratiocombination eighty-six/forty-fourrepresentsa typicalhigh bypass ratiocut-off
fan design configurationwhere the rotor-statorinteractiontone noise at blade passingfrequency is
designed to be nonpropagating (accordingto classicalspinning mode duct theory) at subsonic tip
speeds. The vane/blade ratiocombination forty-eight/forty-fourrepresentsa cut-on design currt,ntly
being studiedfor advanced energy efficientengine designs. Cross-sectionalsketches of the variousfan
rotor-statorcombinations testedare shown in Figures7 and 8. Pitchline(50% span) soliditiesfor the
forty-eightvane and eighty-sixvane statorassemblieswere 1.57and 1.78,respectively.
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Section 4
AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
Aerodynamic measurements were taken to determine the effects of the various starer configurations
on the fan stage performance. The instrumentation included four total pressure, total temperature
rakes with five radial stations each, located downstream of the rotor and a 0.56 m- (22 in.-) diameter
orifice located in the fan discharge piping for flow measurements. With this information, plus the
chamber static pressure (the inlet was assumed to be loss-free), the fan performance map was establish-
ed for various configurations (see Figure 9). Very little change in aerodynamic performance was seen
in going from the smallest to largest spacing for the eighty-six vane set, as shown in Figure 9.
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Section 5
INFLOW CONTROL CONFIGURATION SELECTION
Selection of the proper combination of inlet "cleanup" elements was the first task at hand. The pri-
mary question to resolve was determining if the inlet duct should be a smooth, rigid wail, or if it should
contain a feltmetal surface to provide boundary layer suction as shown in Figure 3. To determine this,
the eighty-six vane (cut-off) starer design was investigated at the 1.27 spacing-to-chord ratio. As this is
a cut-off rotor-starer design below 74%ospeed, its blade passing frequency noise characteristic is a good
indicator of the amount of inlet turbulence and distortion being ingested by the fan. Figure 10 illus-
trates the comparison bet',_een the hardwall (smooth, rigid duct) case and the feltmetal suction surface
bleed duct (see [1]) at a suction flow rate of 5% of the fan flow. There are several items to note here.
First, the hardwall case exhibits a clear cut-on of the blade passing frequency (BPF) noise: secondly,
the presence of suction causes :eduction of BPF level that is s'abstantial for the cut-on speed conditions.
This reduction of BPF at cut-on fan speeds could be caused by the feltmetal liner acting as a short sec-
tion of acoustic treatment. To better understand this observation, the SPL spectra at various far field
angles v,ere examined as shown in Figure l l. Here the reductions are seen to be wide band in nature,
indicating a treatment-like effect. It also should be noted that the hardwall data shows only slight evi-
dence of any BPF tone content. In view of the adequate performance of the hardwall inlet and the
complication of the effects of the feltmetal liner with suction, the hardwall inlet was used as the inlet
configuration for the rest of the test program.
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Section 6
FAR FIELD ACOUSTIC TEST RESULTS
6.1 One-Third Octave Measurements
The various fan configurations were run over a range of fan speeds from 540 to 100% of design
speed, at two throttle settings correspondit3g to the open throttle and closed throttle operating lines
shown in Figure 9. The closed throttle operating line is representative of a typical high bypass ratio tur-
bofan operating line at sea level static (test stand) operation. The open throttle operating line is typical
of an in-flight operating line of a turbofan engine (at low fan speeds) simulating landing approach con-
ditions.
The measured trends of the inlet arc one-third octave sound power level (PWL) versus fan speed
for the band containing the blade passing frequency (BPF) tone are presented in Figures 12 and 13.
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Figure 12. Effect of Rotor/Stator Spacing on BPF Tone l/3-
Octave PWL vs. Speed Characteristics for the
86-Vane Configuration.
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Figures 12a and 12b show the BPF PWL versu._ ;,:.,c,_..,trends for the eighty-six vane configuration for
open and closed throttle operating lines, respectiv¢l:. T]':e corresponding forty-eight vane configuration
trends are shown in Figures 13a and 13b.
As mentioned earlier, the eighty-six vane stat¢,r o:te exhibits cut on above 76% corrected speed.
For this rotor-stator set, cut on occurs very near the.. ";)tor tip relative sonic velocity point, as can be
seen in Figure 12.
At the supersonic speeds, the rotor-alone noise do.'_',i_ates, and the BPF noize emission is practically
independent of rotor-stator spacing. At the subsonic :'ctor speeds, there is some varia=ion of"the BPF
tone. This could be due to three sources: (l) ingested turb_:lence or inflow distortion, (2) slight
misalignment of the inlet hardware caus:_,'_ga protrusion into the how, or (3) a nonunif`ormity of either
the rotor or the stator blades. If` this BP._' tone were controlled by inh;t turbule:_ce or distortion ingest-
ed from the anechoic chamber, then the tone level would be independent of the effects of` stator
configuration or test buildup. If it were oue to a sligh_ _otcr-stator nonunif"ormity that causes a once
per rev perturbation that can cause a cut-on spinning mode pattern, then the BPF level should reduce
as spacing is increased. The effects or"misalignment during inlet buildup would be random and as such
should cause a BPF tone level that is random with respect to spacing. From the nature of"the subsonic
BPF tone levels, it appears that the rotor-stator nonuni_;ormity an;I inlet buildup variances are the prin-
cipal contributors to the residual BPF tones.
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For the cut-on stator set (forty-eight vanes), the effect of reducing the rotor-stator spacing is _o
cause an increase in the BPF tone level (as seen in Figures 13a, 13b). Again as in the eighty-six vane
results, at supersonic tip speeds, the noise is controlled by rotor-alone noise and is independent of spac-
ing. It should be noted here that the individual microphone results should not be compared directly,
and the power level (PWL) results are more appropriate for comparisons of the eighty-six and forty-
eight vane results. This is due to the large differences in the vane numbers resulting in differences in
spinning mode lobe numbers and their radiation patterns. For the forty-eight vane set, these subsonic
BPF tones are expected, whereas for the eighty-six vane set, the subsonic BPF tones are anomalies.
The inlet arc power level versus spacing trends for the first three harmonics of BPF are shown in
Figures 14 and 15. At 54% speed, Figure 14, the second harmonic of the eighty-six vane configuration .
decreases gradually from a spacing-to-chord ratio of 0.5 to 2.3. The third harmonic, on the other hand,
drops very rapidly from s/cn -. 0.5 to s/ca ,, 1.27 and then levels out as s/cR goes to 2.3. Thus, the
third harmonic tone level is much higher than the second harmonic tone level at the closest spacing,
s/ca -, 0.5. At 69% speed, Figure 15, the second and third harmonics are nearly the same level, except
for the open throttle data at s/ca of 1.27 and larger. At 69% speed, the third harmonic trend has
changed as now the level increases slightly in going from s/ca - 0.5 to s/cA = 0.9. _,
The behavior of the forty-eight vane stator noise data is somewhat simpler, as seen in Figures 14 l
and 15. The second harmonic of BPF is always the strongest (for sic a - 0.5 and 1.27), with the BPF
level only slightly lower, and the third harmonic the weakest. Increasing the pressure ratio (closing the
throttle) generally causes an increase in the tone levels.
The effect of rotor-stator spacing on the entire one-third octave PWL spectrum is shown in Fig-
ure 16 for 54% fan speed. For the eighty-six vane configurations, spacing appears to have negligible
effect on the spectrum for frequencies below the second harmonic of BPF. A small effect is observed
at the l/3-octave band between 2X BPF and 3X BPF, which does not contain a tone, and the spectrum
is observed to drop, drama:ieally as spacing is increased for l/3-octave bands at 3X BPF and higher,
which may contain a torle harmonic. For the forty-eight vane cases, the BPF levels drop appreciably
from 0.5 to 1.27 chord spacing. The second harmonic band level is much more sensitive to spacing
than the third harmonic band level, and just the opposite trend is observed for the eighty-six vane
configurations. Also, the forty-eight vane levels do not appear to be appreciably affected by spacing at
higher than 3X BPF frequencies, as opposed to the rather large sensitivity to spacing observed for the
eighty-six vane configurations at high frequencies. The effect of spacing does not appear to be material-
ly altered by the cha_ge in operating line at this speed. At the closest spacing, there is a marked ,!
difference in spectral rolloff rate between the forty-eight and eighty-six vane configurations above
2X BPF.
Although substantial changes in one-third octave band levels containing BPF harmonic tones can be
observed in going from (s/cn)t.p " 0.5 to (s/cR)tip- 0.9 or 1.27, the trends between (s/cR)ti|, '- 0.9 and
2.3 are not very consistent or large. It is apparent that a clear understanding of the actual behavior of
the noise characteristics as a function of spacing cannot be deduced from examination of one-third oc-
tave band results alone. For most of the spectrum of interest, the frequencies are higher than 10 kHz,
and the true distinction between tone and broadband level contributions is not easily extracted unless
the tone dominates the 1/3-octave band. It can be speculated, for example, that the flattening out of
the PWL versus spacing trends shown in Figures 14 through 16 between (s/cR),p .- 1.0 and 2.3 is due
to the bands containing the tones becoming more controlled by the broadband noise, which is not ma-
terially affected by rotor-st.ator spacing. The remainder of the data presentation and analysis is, there-
fore, focused on narrowband spectral characteristics. All of the one-third octave data for all
configurations is tabulated in the Comprehensive Data Report, Volume 2.
6.2 Narrowband Spectra
Far field microphone 20 Hz bandwidth narrowband spectra were generated and plotted for the exper-
imental points taken. Spectra were generated at microphone angles of 30 °, 40 °. 50 °, and 600 for eight
(8) speeds at both operating lines and for each of the seven (7) configurations. This resulted in ap-
proximately 450 narrowband spectral plots. In addition, the spectra at microphone angles of_0°_.t_,20,°. .......................... i
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and 70* to l l0 ° were also generated for each configuration, but only at 54% speed and open throttle op-
erating line. It would have been desirable to analyze the narrowband spectra at all angles for all speeds
and for both operating lines, but the time and budget allowed did not permit so extensive an analysis
(approximately 1350 spectra). In retrospect, as will be seen later, it probably would have been more
fruitful to forego some of the high-speed narrowband spectral analysis in exchange for more complete
(i.e., at all angles) spectral information at the lower speeds.
Some typical examples of narrowband spectra are discussed in the following paragraphs. All of the
spectra-generated cannot be presented in this report because of the large amount of space required to
do so, but sufficient samples will be p_esented to show trends. The blade passage frequency harmonic
tone levels have been scaled down from the narrowband spectrum plots and have been tabulated for all
configurations, speeds, and angles. These tabulations, along with internal probe and wall sensor tone
levels (to be discussed later), are presented in Appendix B.
Narrowband (far field) spectrum comparison plots are presented in Figures 17 through 38. Each
figure snows the measured spectrum at a given far field angle O, for a given combination of speed (%
Nr) and throttle setting (open or closed), at the closest (s/cR - 0.5) and widest (s/cR - 2.3) axial
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spacings. Table 2 lists the different parameters which were varied from figure to figure and the associat-
ed figure numbers, for all of the narrowband spectra presented in this section. It should be noted again
that these are only a small fraction of the total number of spectra-generated and that they represent ex-
amples selected to illustrate certain observed features and trends.
The narrow band spectra for the eighty-six vane configurations at s/c e =*0.5 and 2.3 are shown in
Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 for far field angles of e =- 0 +, 30 °, 60 ° and 90 °, respectively. This set of
spectra is shown to illustrate how the effects of axial spacing are observed to vary around the arc from
0 ° to 90 °. It can be seen that there is a large drop in tone k:vels from the closest to the widest spacing,
especially for the higher harmonic tones and that this reduction is observable at all angles shown.
Another interesting observation from examining these figures (17-20) is that the spectra at the
closest spacing show substantial "skirting" at the tone frequencies, i.e., the tone is not a sharp spike,
but exhibits a broad base, as if there exists modulation of the tong. Coincident with the "'skirting,"
there is observed to be shaft-multiple harmonic tones of relatively low level protruding above the
Table 2
LIST oF FAR FIELD NARROWBAND SPECTRUM COMPARISONS
FOR CLOSEST (S/CR =' 0.5 AND WIDEST (S/CR _- 2.3) AXIAL SPAC-INGS
Nv o %NF OIL Figure
86 0 54 OP 17
86 30 54 OP 18
86 60 54 OP 19
86 90 54 OP 20
48 0 54 OP 21
48 30 54 OP 22
48 60 54 OP 23
48 90 54 OP 24
86 30 69 OP 25
86 60 69 OP 26
86 3O 80 OP 27
86 60 80 OP 28
86 30 95 OP 29
86 30 54 CL 30
86 60 54 CL 31
86 30 69 CL 32
86 60 69 CL 33
86 30 8O CL 34
48 30 69 OP 35
48 60 69 OP 36
48 30 69 CL 37
48 60 69 CL 38
m
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broadband level between the BPF hmmonic tones. It is speculated that these shaft-harmonic tones are
caused by irregularities in the rotor blading due to manufacturing differences I'rom blade to blade
and/or slight (but randomly distributed) differences in rotor wake profile from blade to blade. It is
thought that the closest spacing is close enough I'or these irregularities to provide a modulation of the
rotor potential field-starer interaction tone gener=tion process, thus producing the multiple-shaft har-
monic tones. Also, the blade-to-blade variations in rotor wake profiles probably decay rapidly with
downstream distance and, therefore, do not contribute at larger spacings. Although not shown here.
the spectra l'or the 0.9 spacing configuration also ¢.xhibit the multiple-shal`t harmonic phenomenon. A
final observation is that little change in tile base broadband levels is observed in going from 0.5 to 2.3
chord spacing.
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The corresponding spectra for the forty-eight vane configurations are shown in Figures 21, 22, 23,
and 24 for 0 - 0°, 30°, 60° and 90°, respectively. In general, the tone levels for second harmonic
(n i 2) of BPF, and higher, are observed to drop considerably with increased spacing at all angles,
whereas the reductions in the fundamental tone (n -- 1) are significant at 0 -- 60° and 90 °, with little
change observed at 0- 0° and 30°. The multiple-shaft harmonic tones are again observed for the
closest spacing s/cR - 0.5. There appears to be a slight reduction in broadband noise due to increased
spacing for the forty-eight vane configurations, and this reduction varies from 0 dB at frequencies below
BPF to about 3-5 dB at 5.5X BPF, although not consistently" from angle to angle.
Narrowband spe:tra for the higher speeds of 69%, 80%0,and 95% are shown in Figures 25 through
29 for the eighty-six vane configurations on the open throttle operating line. Spectra at 30° and 60° are
shown for 69% and 80% speed. At 69°/0 speed (Figures 25 and 26), increasing spacing reduces the 3
and 4X BPF harmonics, but has only a small effect on 1 and 2X BPF (1X BPF actually increases in Fig-
ure 25). A similar effect is observed at 80%0speed for 0 - 30°, but the effect of spacing is almost negli-
gible at 0 - 60°. In fact, at 0 -, 60°, the rotor-alone and multiple pure tone or "buzz saw" noise ap-
pear to dominate the spectrum. At 95% speed, Figure 29, the rotor-alone and multiple pure tones
dominate the spectrum even at 0 - 30°, as the rotor inlet relative Mach number is greater than unity
over a significant portion of the fan rotor span. Thus, based on these results, rotor-starer spacing
effects are not very strong at speeds where the rotor inlet relative Mach number exceeds unity for for-
ward radiated noise. This is consistent with the one-third octave results presented in the previous sec-
tion.
The above narrowband results have all been for the open throttle operating line. Some examples of
narrowband spectra for the closed throttle operating line are shown in Figures 30 through 34 for the
eighty-six vane configurations, in general, the tone reductions clue to increased spacing from
s/cR - 0.5 to 2..3 tend to be larger than those observed for the open throttle operating line cases and
some appreciable reduction in BPF tone levels is observed (Figures .32 and .3.3). The change in broad-
band level with spacing appears to be negligible at 54% speed {Figures 30 and .31), while the broadband
noise actually increases by about 5 dB at 69% speed.
Most of the narrowband spectra presented above have been for the eighty-six vane configurations,
with the exception of the 54% speed, open throttle forty-eight vane spectra shown in Figures 21
through 24. Figures .35 and 36 show narrowband spectra for the forty-eight vane set at 69%0speed and
open throttle setting. Appreciable reductions in all harmonics of BPF with increased spacing are ob-
served for this speed, including the fundamental BPF tone. A sizable reduction in broadband noise is
also observed on the order of 5-7 dB on the average. The corresponding closed throttle setting spectra
are shown in Figures 37 and 38. Again, both tone and broadband noise are reduced as spacing is in-
creased with the exception of the second harmonic (2X BPF) tone at 0 m 30° (Figure .37).
6.3 Narrol/'band Tone Level Trends
As discussed in the previous section, the SPL values of the blade passage frequency tones, and
second and third harmonics, have been scaled from the narrowband spectra for all configurations at all
speeds tested, and these tone levels have been tabulated in Appendix B. For the 54% and 63% speed
points, the first five harmonics have been included. The tone SPL values are given for 0 ,- 30 o 40o,
50°. and 60° at all speeds, and for 54% speed, the values at all twelve microphones (0 - 0 ° to 110 °)
have been tabulated.
The 54% speed, open throttle points are the only conditions for which complete narrowband tone
directivities have been obtained.
Figure 39 shows narrowband directivity patterns for the eighty-six vane stage as a function of axial
spacing ratio s/c_. Only second and third harmonic levels are shown, as the eighty-six vane/forty-four
blade combination should give a cut-off blade passing tone (BPF) at subsonic tip speeds. Although
there is qualitatively a general trend that the tone levels decrease with axial spacing, the trend at any
one observer angle is significantly different from that at any other angle.
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Figure40 shows the measured narrowband directivitypatternsfor the forty-eightvane fan stageasa
functionof axialspacingratio.The fundamentalBPF tone isincludedsincethisisa cut-onfandesign.
Again, itisobserved thatalthoughthe generaltrendisfor the tone levelsto drop with spacing,the
trendisinconsistentfrom angletoangle.
Itisbelievedthatthe scrambledpicturegiven by Figures39 and 40 isdue ingreatmeasure to the
highlyIobularstructureof the interactiontone directivitypatternsand thedifficultyassociatedwithget-
tingthe peaks and valleysin preciselythe same angularlocationrelativeto the microphones from run
to run. The shiftingof tlc directivi_ylobesisbelievedto be very sensitivetochanges inspeed and
smalldifferencesin fan speed from pointto pointcould conceivablyproduce significantchanges inob-
servedtone levelsat a given microphone location.Cursory comparisonsof narrowband spectrafrom
thistest with narrowband spectrataken on the £.3 scalemodel testprogram (forty-eightvanes,
s/cR - 2.3) showed remarkably good agreement on broadband levelsbut tone levelsdifferedby as
much as I0 riB,although the generaltrends of harmonic spectrashape were similar.Also, the
"sawtooth" shapes of the directivitypatternsare indicativeof a lobularpatternwith an insufficient
number of microphones todefinethem.
The partialdirectivitypatterns(30°_ 0 ¢ 60 _ for540 speed and closedthrottlesettingareshown
in Figure41. The partialdirectivitypatternsfor 69% speed at open and closedthrottlesettingsare
given in Figures42 and 43, respect.ively.In general,the resultsfor the eighty-sixvane BFF tones
shown in Figures41 through43 indicateno reallyconsistenteffectof statorspacing,implyingthatthe
source of the BPF tone for the eighty-sixvane, cut-offdesignisprobablynot due to rotor-statorin-
teraction.For the 54% speed, closed throttlecondition (Figure41), even the second harmonic
(2X BPF) tone does not appearto be materiallyaffectedby rotor-statorspacing.With only a few ex-
ceptions,the previousobservationsmade regardingthe inconsistentvariationin tone levelversusspac-
ing from angleto angleappear topersistatthe higherclosedthrottleoperatinglineand atthe higher
speed of69% N:, probablyforthesame reasonsspeculatedearlier.
Tone power levelcalculationswere carriedout for the 54% speed,open throttlecaseswhere nar-
rowband spectrahad been reducedatallmicrophone locationsfrom 0° to 110°. In addition,a "'partial
power level"was defined,usingonly the 30° through60° microphone levels,and this"partialpower
level,"designatedasPFWL (dB re: 10-t3watts),was alsocomputed forallspeedsand both operating
lines.Trends ofPWL and/or PPWL versusspacingratiowere compiled and aredisplayedinFigures44
through48,correspondingto540 through80% speed,respectively.
Figure44 shows the tone PWL versusspacingtrendsfor 540,_speed. Both the totaltone PWL
(0- 0 °to 110°)and the partialtone PPWL {0--30°to60°)are displayedfortheopen throttleoperat-
ing line.The two representationsillustratehedegreetowhich the partialpower (PPWL) approximates
the totalpower (PWL). For the eighty-sixvane configurations,Figure44a, itisobserved thatthe two
measures of power versusspacingagreecloselyfor the firstand thirdharmonics. The agreement isnot
as good for the second harmonic, however, because the sound pressurelevelsatangleslessthan 30°
exceed the 30" to 60 ° levels by an appreciable amount, as shown in Figure 39. The discrepancy varies
erratically with spacing, however, because the directivity pattern itself changes erratically with spacing.
For the forty-eight vane configurations, Figure 44b, the FPWL versus sp_cing trends agree with the
PWL versus spacing trends very well, and the trends appear to be more regular and monotonic than
those for the eighty-six vane configurations. The apparent irregular trends o{ the eighty-six vane data
(Figure 44a) may, however, be due in part to the extra spacing data points at S/CR--0.9 which are not
present in the forty-eight vane curves.
It can be seen from all of the data shown in Figures 44 through 48 that the BPF tone for the eighty-
six vane cases does not vary appreciably with rotor-stator spacing, at any of the speeds and throttle set.
tings shown. Moreover, the forty-eight vane BPF tones appear to be appreciably higher than the
eighty-six vane tones at the closest spacing and then approach the eighty-six vane levels asymptotically
as spacing is increased. From these results it was again concluded that the source of the BPF tone is
not rotor-stator related for the eighty-six vane configurations. This BPF tone source is, therefore, prob-
ably rotor/inflow distortion or turbulence related and is present in both eighty-six vane and forty-eight
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vane configurations. It exhibits levels comparable to the rotor-starer interaction levels (forty-eight vane
configuration) for axial spacingsgreater than about one rotor cherd.
The PPWL versus spacing trends for the second harmonic (2X BPF) tones shown in Figures 44
through 48 are similar for the forty-eight and eighty.six vane configurations, except at the tightest spac-
ing on the open throttle operating line. On the closed throttle operating line, the forty-eight vane cases
show higher levels, by as much as 5 to l0 dB. [n general, the third harmonic (3X BPF) tone levels are
comparable for the forty-eight vane and eighty-six vane configurations at both throttle settings. It also
appears that the sensitivity of the tone PPWL to spacing decreases as speed increases, especially on Lhe
open throttle operating line. At 80% speed, Figure 48, the tone levels change very little with spacing att ttl ,
6.4 Tone Aecel/Decel Characteristics
Tracking filter analysis of the BPF tone and the second and third harmonics of BPF was carried out
for each configuration. The fan speed was slowly varied from 54% speed to 100% speed and back to
54% speed again, and the far field data was recorded during the transient slow accel and/or decel. The
data was subs¢quently analyzed using a 1500 Hz bandwidth tracking filter centered at BPF0 2X BPF, and3X BPF.
The results of the tracking filter analysis of the BPF tone versus % speed characteristics are
displayed in Appendix C For all tho;e points which were analyzed in this fashion. Only the open throt.
tie operating line accel-decel runs were analyzed and only at the 60 ° microphone location. A total of
thirty-two accels and decels are given in Appendix C for the various combinations of vane number andaxial spacing.
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A typical BPF tone accel characteristic is sllown in Figure 49. The tip speed Math number is unity
at approximately 80% speed while the rotor inlet relative Math number is unily at about 73% speed, h
can be seen from Figure 49 that the BPF tone level rises rapidly at about 79% speed, indicating the on-
set of tile rotor-alone pressure field propagation. The characteristic of the tone level versus % speed
trace does not change appreciably between accels and decels except thai the cut off of the rotor-alone
pressure field during a decel occurs about 2% higher in speed than the cut on of the rotor-alone field
during an accel.
The second and third harmonic tone level versus speed characteristics do not exhibit as sudden a
rise in level at the apparent rotor-alone cut-on speed (approximately 78-79"/, .VF) nor is the change in
level as large from subsonic to supersonic conditions. Typical second and third harmonic noise level
accel characteristics are shown in Figures 50 and 51, respectively, h is observed that the tone levels
(Figures 49 through 51) do not climb steadily with increasing speed, but rather oscillate about a con-
stant mean value in the subsonic range. Once the speed exceeds the transition between subsonic and
supersonic operation, the higher supersonic level again remains fairly flat as speeO is increased. Tile
fundamental tone does exhibit rather large swings in level, however, in the supersonic range. These
swings in the level are probably due to the lobe shifts in the radiation pattern and the number of lobes
excited with change in the speed.
The above described characteristics appear to hold for all the configurations tested. One distinguish-
ing feature of the l'orty-eight vane results versus the eighty-six vane results is that the fine scale oscilla-
tions in tone levels with increasing, speed are much lower in amptitude. There also appears to be more
"'lobular'" or medium scale oscillation behavior in the tones l'or the subsonic speed range.
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Section 7
NEAR FIELD ACOUSTIC TEST RESULTS
7.1 Aft Duct Probe Spectra
As described in Section 2 and illustrated in Figure 6, sound level measurements were made in the
exhaust duct downstream of the stator vanes with a traversing probe. The probe sting aligned with the
flow contains two miniature sensors designated K4 (fogward position) and K2 (aft position). The mea-
surements were taken at two immersions, and outer immersion readings are designated by subscript
"'o" (e.g., K2,) or K4,,), while inner immersion readings are designated by subscript "'r" (K2, or K4_).
The immersion locations were 17.3 and 69.3% the duct height from the outer wall for the "'outer" and
"inner" immersions, respectively, for the eighty-six vane configurations.
Because of some confusion arising from changes in personnel during tl_e test program, the data for
the forty-eight vane configurations was inadvertently taken at 2.5 and 30.5"/,, of span from the outer wall
for the "'outer" and "'inner" immersions, respectively. This inconsistency with the eighty-six vane
data with respect to immersion locations makes a direct comparison between eighty-six vane and forty-
eight vane results somewhat questionable in terms of absolute levels, but the trends with spacing,
speed, throttle settings and harmonic number should be reasonable. This difficulty is further com-
pounded by the lack of in situ calibration of the aft duct probe.
Typical examples of aft duct probe sound pressure level spectra are shown in Figures 52 through 60.
The format is similar to that for the far field SPL spectra shown in Figures 17 through 38. Figures 52
and 53 show the aft duct SPL spectra for the eighty-six vane configurations at 54"/,, speed and open
throttle at the "'outer" immersion for sensors K2 and K4. respectively. Figures 54 and 55 show the
corresponding results for the "'inner" immersion. A large reduction in tone levels from the s/oR = 0.5
spectrum to the s/oR = 2.3 spectrum is evident. A hump of broadband noise occurs in Figures 53 and
55. It was speculated that this hump in the broadband noise spectrum could be caused by probe vortex
shedding and/or vibration, to which the K4 sensor is particularly susceptible. The former appears un-
likely since, for a probe stem diameter of 0.635 cm (0.25 in.) and a llow velocity of 122 m/s
(400 rt/sec), the Strouhal number fd/V for 26.000 Hz is 1.35. This is an order of magnitude higher
than the classical Strouhal number of 0.15 to 0.25 usually associated with vortex shedding. Although
the source of this peculiar hump of noise is not known, it does not affect the tone levels and does not
appear to be sensitive to stator configuration.
Some examples of aft duct spectra at the closed tl:rottle condition are shown in Figures 56 and 57 at
69.3% immersion. The large tone reductions as axial spacing is increased are again evident, as is the
peculiar broadband noise hump for the K4 sensor spectra. There does not appear to be any dramatic
change in the character of the aft duct spectrum in going from open to closed throttle.
The aft duct probe _ ..'ctra at bg')h, speed and closed throttle setting are shown in Figure 58 for the
K2 sensor at 69.3"/,, immersion. The trend with spacing is seen to be the same as that observed for 54'_,,
Vt, Figure 56. The tone protrusions are somewhat higher at the higher speed, laowever. At a very
high speed where the tip speed Much number is supersonic, the effect of spacing on tone level is still
quite large, as seen in Figure 59. This figure shows the aft duct K2 sensor probe spectra at 6q.3 '_/,)im-
mersion for the eight.v-six vane configurations at. 95"/,, speed and closed throttle. It can be seen that
there is a _ignificant reduction in aft duct tone Ic,,els with increased spacing in contrast to the trends
observed for the forward radiation far field spectra. Also. there is little or no contribution of multiple
pure tone (MPT) or "'buzz saw" noise to the spectra, again in contrast to the forward radiated far field
spectra which were dominated by MPT noise at this speed (see Figure 29). A typical _et of forty-eight
vane configuration spectra are shown in Figure 60, and they exhibit the same characteristics as the
eighty-six vane spectra, except for the dominant BPF tone.
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®It should be remarked that the trends described in the preceding paragraphs and illustrated in Fig-
ures 52 through 60 are general observations that exhibit considerable variability from point to point,
immersion to immersion, and sensor to sensor. It was, therefore, desirable to perform some sort of
data averaging in order to better quantify the trends. The tone levels were, therefore, scaled from the
spectra and have been tabulated in Appendix B, along with the far field microphone tone levels. The
tone levels from each sensor-immersion combination were then averaged to '_btain a representative
duct average $PL value. These average levels were then examined in terms of tre._ds with spacing and
vane number.
The tone level spectra (SPL versus harmonic number n) have been plotted for each of the vane
number/spacing combinations tested, at 54 and 63% speed, for both open and closed throttle settings.
The values from all four sensor-immersion combinations are shown and these results are displayed in
Figures 61 through 67. These results indicate that although there is considerable spread or scatter in
the levels, there does not appear to be any one sensor-immersion combination which is consistently in
disagreement with the others,
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The average SPL spectra derived from Figures 61 through 67 are shown in Fieurcs 68 through 71,
where the tone harmonic average $PL spectra at different spacings are compared. Examination of these
comparisons shows several interesting features. The eighty-six vane configurations show a peak in the
spectrum at the third harmonic (n = 3), as was observed for the far field spectra, for the closer spac-
ings. The forty-eight vane configurations show a peak at the fundamental (n = l) harmonic, and the
fallofr with harmonic number is much more rapid than for the eighty-six vane spectra. The eighty-six
vane configurations show a more or less progressive drop in the spectrum with increasing spacing until
s/c_ = 2.3, where the spectrum generally is as high as (or higher than) the spectrum at slcR of 1.27.
For the forty-eight vane configurations, the drop with spacing is progressive for the 54% speed cases
(Figures 68 and 69), but very little change is observed between the two largest spacing levels at 63%
speed (Figures 70 and 71).
The aft duct average tone SFL values, derived from an arithn=etic average of the four levels ob-
tained from the four sensor-immersmn combinations recorded, have been plotted versus rotor-stator
axial spacing-chord ratio. These aft duct probe average SPL versus spacing trends are shown in Fig-
ures 72 through 76 for 54% through 80% corrected speed, respectively. These trends can be compared
with the corresponding trends obtained from the inlet radiated far field data shown i=l Figures 44
through 48, and the data presentation format is similar. It is noted in passing that, if flow convection
. ..
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effects are ignored and standard day values of air density and speed of sound are assumed, the conver-
sion from averafe gPL to acoustic power PWL in the aft duct yields a correction of tess than 1.0 dB, so
that the average SPL levels shown in Figures 72 through 76 (and 68 through 71 as we_l) ar_ reughly
equivalent to PWL within the above-stated assumptions and approximatioqs. It can be seen that 'he
levels shown in Figures 72 through 76 are in reasonable agreement with the inlet PWL levels shown in
Figures 44 through 48.
The aft duct SPL versus spacing trends are similar to the inlet PPWL versus spacing trends with a
couple of exceptions. First. the dropoff rate with spacing increase is somewhat larger for the aft duct,
especially for the higher speeds. Secondly, the pecuqar noise (inlet PWL) increase in going from
s/cn = 0.5 to 0.9 for the eighty-six vane second harmonic tone in most cases (eight out of ten) does
not occur in the aft duct SPL. Thirdly, the aft duct BPF to;le is much higher [or the forty-eight vane
configurations than for the eighty-six vane configurations for most of the cases shown in Figures 72
through 76. In contrast, the inlet arc PWL BPF tones are comnaratively c]os_ for forty-eight and
eighty-six vane configurations. It should be remembered, however, that the in_mersicn ideations for
the forty-eight vane configurations were different than those of the eighty-six vane configurations so
that a direct comparison of levels in the aft duct may be misleading.
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7.2 Inlet Duct Transducer Spectra
Pressure transducers were mounted on the inlet casing annulus wall, shown in Figure 6 as sensors
K5 and K6. Narrowband spectra were reduced from the signals of these sen_ors at 54%, 63%, 80% and
95% speed. The blade passage harmonic tone levels have been scaled from the spectra and are tabulat-
ed in Appendix B. Examples of typical inlet duct wall spectra are shown in Figures 77 through 80.
The K6 sensor is very close to the rotor tip leading edge and, therefore, its =csponse is undoubtedly
heavily influenced by the rotor steady flow pressure _eld which rotates with the rotor. Detailed analysis
of this data was, therefore, not carried out, although the tone levels are tabulated in Appendix B for fu-
ture reference. Examination of the tone levels (Appendix B) for the K5 sensor spectra revealed no
consistent or sensible trend with spacing, so rqrther analysis of this inlet duct data was abandoned.
7.3 Blade-Mounted Transducer Spectra
A blade-mounted rotating pressure transducer, designated as sensor K3 in Figure 6, was used in the
tests performed in this program• However, reliable data was only obtained for the eighty-six vane, 0.5
spacing configuration. Blade-mounted transducer (BMT) signal data was processed for 54%, 63°,;,, 69%,76% and 80% speed for this configuration.
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The character of the blade-mounted transducer (BMT) harmonic spectra at 54% ana 80% fan speed
is displayed in Figure gl. A general observation is that the lower harmonics are much more prevalent
at the higher speed condition. Also a distinct eighty-sixth harmonic occurs at both speeds, which is at-
tributable to the potential field loading of the closely spaced eighty-six vane assembly on the rotor
blade. The progression of lower frequency harmonic activity with fan speed is illustrated further in Fig-
ure 82, where BMT harmonic spectra at 63%, 69% and 76% fan speeds are shown. Note that Figure 81
is for the closed throttle setting of 1.35, whereas Figure 82 is for the open throttle setting of 0.95.
Since both throttle settings suggest similar lower order harmonic behavior, this trend is believed to be
relatively independent of throttle setting. The cause of this increase in lower order harmonic strength
is not directly known: however, since it occurs over a range of harmonics, it may be due to inflow
turbulence/distortion components. At low fan speeds, which characterize lower flow rates through the
turbulence control structure, very little low frequency harmonic activity is observed. However, at
higher fan speeds and higher flow rates, more low frequency activity is observed. The waveform from
which the harmonic spectra were generated is obtained in the conventional manner of averaging the lo-
cal signal until a representative steady circumferential pattern is attained. An example of the BMT
waveform is displayed in Figure 83. The waveform again aisplays the information of the harmonic
spectra as it shows slowly undulating lower frequency components with a strong eighty-sixth order com-
ponent superimposed.
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The eighty-sixm order component is viewed as a potential noise generation mechanism for the
second harmonic of the blade passage frequency (BPF) tone. The amplitude of eighty-sixth BMT har-
monic component as a function of fan speed for open and closed throttle setting is shown in Figure 84.
The amplitude scale of Figure 84 is in volts to magnify the differences observed: however, on a dB
scale, the 63% speed eighty-sixth BMT harmonic was 9.5 dB lower for the closed throttle case compared
to the open throttle operating condition.
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Section 8
ROTOR-STATOR NOISE ANALYTICAL MODEL DESCRIPTION
8.1 Noise Source Mechanisms
The rotor-s'ator tone interaction noise model utilized for predictions to compare with measurements
is based on a simplified, two-dimensional analysis of the blade row interaction mechanisms, coupled to
a compatible two-dimensional acoustic radiation model. The model can predict the in duct acoustic
power level radiated upstream and downstream of a rotor-starer stage at blade passing frequency and its
harmonics. Four interaction mechanisms are considered in this model as follows:
1. Stator Potential Field-Rotor Interaction - Interaction noise produced by the steady pressure field
around the stator vanes, due to vane loading, interacts with the upstream rotor, Unsteady blade
forces are produced on the rotor and the rotor becomes the noise producing source.
2. Rotor Potential Field.Starer Interaction - Interaction noise produced by the steady pressure field (in
a rotating reference frame) around the rotor blades due to blade loading, interacts with the down-
stream starer. Unsteady vane forces are plloduced on the starer and the starer becomes the noise
producing source.
3. Rotor Vortex.Starer Interaction - The unsteady forces produced on the rotor by the starer potential
field (first mechanism) results in regular, periodic vortices being shed from the rotor blade trailing
edges and these shed vortices interact with the downstream staler to produce unsteady vane forces.
The starer vanes become the noise source.
4. Rotor Wake-Starer Interaction - The viscous wakes shed by the rotor blades appear as a periodic
gust to the stator vanes producing unsteady vane forces and hence, tone no;,e. The starer is the
noise source.
The first two mechanisms are thought to be small for rotor-stator axial spacings greater than half of
a rotor chord. The third mechanism is a second order effect of the first and hence is probably negligi-
ble. The fourth mechanism is thought to be the dominant one for most fan stage applications. All four
mechanisms are retained in the prediction model, however, so that a quantitative assessment of their
relative contributions to the total interaction generated tone levels can be made for the fan stages for
which measurements have been made.
In order to simplify the computations, it has been assumed that each of the four mechanisms pro-
duces tone levels independent of the others, i.e., the relative phasing between any two mechanisms is
ignored; and the contributions from each mechanism are summed on a mean square pressure or acous-
tic power basis. This assumption was felt reasonable in view of the approximations made in modeling
the individual mechanisms themselves. Figure 85 illustrates the above described four mechanisms of
rotor-starer interaction.
A theoretical model of the above mechanisms was originally formulated by Kemp and Sears [7, 8]
for two-dimensional, incompressible cascades. The Kemp-Sears theory was later extended to compres-
sible, subsonic flows by Osborne [9]. These models provided theoretical estimates of the unsteady lift
forces produced on the excited blade row due to the interaction mechanisms described above for a
starer-rotor stage. The tone noise radiated from a blade row due to periodic unsteady forces on the
blades was analyzed by Mani [10] for a two-dimensional flat plate cascade.
The present rotor-starer interaction tone nonse prediction model is based on the theories of Refer-
ences 7 through 1O with several modifications. The expressions given in [9] for the interaction-induced
unsteady lift forces were first revised to apply to rotor-starer (rather than starer-rotor) stages. Also, in
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Illustration of Rotor/Stator Interaction Tone Noise Generation Mechanisms.
order to reduce the computational complexity and execution time, simplified approximations to the ex-
pressions given in [9] were derivedby making use of the limitingforms of Besselfunctionsinthe lim-
itsof smalland largearguments. These-approximationsresultedina considerablesavingsincomputer
program sizeand execution time with only a few percentchange in unsteady liftamplitudeprediction
relativetothe "exact" expressionsgiven in[9].Sincethe expressionsgiven in [9],pai'ticularlyfor the
potentialfieldinteractions,were basedon an idealizedpointsourcemodel of the potentialfield,more
preciseestimateswere not reallywarrantedinview ofthe effortinvolved,todo so.
The unsteady liftresponsefunctionutilizedin the viscouswake interactior,mechanism of [9]isa
so-called "low frequency" response function in that it was derived from a compressible theory which
assumes that a certain reduced frequency parameter f_ is appreciably less than unity, where f_ is
defined as _ - o_IB_, and where _ - uc/2V. In the above, _ is the reduced frequency_ u is the dimen-
sional radianfrequencyof the disturbanceincidentupon the bladeor airfoilof interest;c isthe blade
chord;V isthe_ or mean velocityof the flowincidentupon the blade;/3isa compressibilitypa-
rameter/3- _/I - M2; and M istheincidentMach number V/Co,where Coisthe freestreamspeed of
sound. For a typicalfan stagewith NB rotorbladewakes impingingupon a stalerrow, fl ison the or-
der of I0 forthe fundamental bladepassingfrequencyexcitation.The "low frequency"responsefunc-
tionis,therefore,not reallyapplicableand a so-called"high frequency" unsteadyliftresponsefunction
developed by Amiet [II]was substitutedin the unsteady bladeforcecalculationforcaseswhere fl >
I.
As describedin [I0]for a two-dimensionalcascadeof Na bladesinteractingwith a cascadeof NL
vanes, acoustic spinning modes are generated at frequencies which are multiples of blade passing Ire.
quency uB. The n 'hharmonic ofua willhave a spinningmode lobe number m givenby
m - nNa- kN,, (1)
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_i where k is any integer. In order for a given mode of frequency .va and lobe number m to propagate
, upstream and downstream of theduct unattenuated,itmust satisfythe duct mode cut-oncriterion
(nNa- toO) M, > m _ (2)
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Thus for given values of n, Ns, and flow parameters Ma, M, (the centerlinevalue of the stripbeing
used), and 0 (thenormalized swirlMach number), only certainmodes can propagate,correspondingto
permissiblevaluesof k. The range of permissiblevaluesof k thatproduce propagatingmodes m can be
shown toobey the inequality
nNB Me ] < k < [ nNB M,.]Ix I-oM,,] (3)
where
M_. R
M,
For each of the mechanisms previouslydescribed,the resultingunsteady bladeor vane liftforceof
amplitude F#, willthen produce a spinningacousticmode of intensityI_ (upstream) and I,_(down-
stream) of the form
2poc° 77 .
(4)
where v_± isthe acousticduct radiationefficiencyin the upstream (+) and downstream (-) directions
for the acousticmode generated and depends upon the frequency and lobe number of the acoustic
mode as wellas the flowparametersMa, M,, and 0 inthe duct as discussedin [I0],and given by Equa.
tions(22-28)of Reference [I0].
Itmay be noted thatfor 0 > 0, i.e.,when there ismean swirlupstream of the statorand down-
stream of the rotor,itispossiblefor a given mode to be propagatingupstream of a blade row and be
cut-offor decaying exponentiallywith axialdistancedownstream of the bladerow or viceversa. Ithas
been observed in certain predictions, for example, that stator-generated modes sometimes decay in the
downstream directionbut propagatein the upstream directionwhere high levelsof swirlare present,
only to be cut-offor reflectedinthe processof being transmittedthrough the upstream rotor.
The expected cut-on circumferentialmodes for the configurationstestedin thisprogram have been
calculatedusing Equations (I-3).The modes thatpropagateupstream of the rotor(0 --0) have been
calculatedfor IX BPF, 2X BPF and 3X BPF at each of the speeds tested.These expected modes are
listedin T_.bles3 (48-vane) and 4 (86-vane). At the bottom of these tables,the value of k which
correspondsto each of the modes, isalsolisted.Note.thatk -- 0 correspondsalsotorotor-alonepres-
sure fieldradiation.Itisalsoobserved thatthe 48-vane configuration(Table3),inadditionto having a
cut-on IX BPF tone at subsonic tipspeeds,also hes more cut-on modes contributingto 2X BPF and
3X PF than does the 80-vaneconfiguration(Table4).
To account for transmissionlossof acousticenergy through the rotorcascadefor upstream propa-
gating modes generated by the statorcascade,a tranrmissionloss model for upstream propagating
waves through a rotatingcascadewas developed using an actuatordisk approximation model of the ro-
tor similarto the semiactuatordisk model of Kajiand Okazaki [12]. The actuatordisk approach was
selectedbecause itcan be appliedto bladerows _vithturning,which can be substantialinthe hub sec-
tionsof a fan rotor. The actuatordisk approximation does not exhibitany explicitdependence on
sound frequency (wave number), but as shown in [12],thiseffectisrelativelysmall on transmission
loss,while the effectof bladerow turningor loadingissubstantial.
One additionalmodificationto the formulationsfor rotor-wake-statorinteractionof [8-10]was
made, consistingof incorporatinga differentrotorwake velocitydeficitand wake width versusdistance
1
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Table 3
PREDICTED CUT-ON CIRCUMFERENTIAL MODE
NUMBERS (m) FOR 48-VANE CONFIGURATION
1 x BPF 2 × BPF
54 0.682 - 4
63 0.796 - 4
69 0.876 - 4
76 0.969 +44, -4
80 1.022 +44, -4
86 1.102 +44, -4, -52
95 1,223 + 44, - 4, - 52
+ 40, - 8, - 56
+40, -8, -56
+40, -8, -56
+88, +40, -8, -56
+88, +40, -8, -56
+88, +40, -8, -56, - 104
+88, +40, -8, -56, - 104
100 1.291 +44, -4, -52 +136", +88, +40, -8, -56, -104
k= 0 1 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4
* These Modes areCut Off for Closed-Throttle Operating Line
3 - BPF
+ 84, + 36, - 12, - 60
+84, +36, -12, -50, -108
+ 84, + 36, - 12, - 50, - 108
+t32, +84, +36, -12, -60, -108
+132; +84, +36, -12, -60, -108
+132, +84, +36, -12, -60, -108, -156
+180, +132, +84, +36, -12, -60, -108, -156
+180, +132, +84, +36, -12, -60, -108, -156,-204*
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
%Nt: Mt
Table 4
PREDICTED CUT-ON CIRCUMFERENTIAL MODE
NUMBERS (m) FOR B6-VANE CONFIGURATION
1 x BPF 2 × BPF 3 x BPF
54 0.682 None + 2 + 46, - 40
63 0.796 None +2 + 46, - 40
69 0.876 None + 2 + 46, -40
76 0.969 +44, -42 +88, +2, -84 +132, +46, -40, -126
80 1.022 +44, -42 +88, +2, -84 +132, +46, -40, -126
86 1.102 +44, -42 +88, +2, -84 +132, +46, -40, -126
95 1.233 +44, -42 +88, +2, -84 +132, +46, -40, -126
100 i.291 +44, -42 +88, +2, -84 +132, +46, -40, -126
k= 0 1 0 ! 2 0 1 2 3
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correlation.The new velocitydeficitand wake widthcorrelationsweretakenfromtheresultsofa study
by Mugridgeand Morfey[13]whichwas basedon datafora widerrangeofairfoiltypesaswellascas-
cadedata.Itwas foundfrom parametricstudycomputationresultsthatthiswake model gavea much
better prediction of harmonic spectrum shape than the Kemp-Sears model of [8] does. Details of the
prediction model formulation used are given in Appendix A.
8.2 Computational Model Description
The computationalproceduredevelopedforpredictingrotor-statorinteractiontonenoiseutilizesa
streamline-by-streamlineevaluationsequencewherebythenoiseleve)_,arecalculatedatseveralradialor
spanwiselocationsalongthe blades,correspondingtoaxisymmetricstreamlinesinthe fan flowpath.
Incrementalannulusareasareassignedtoeachstreamlineand thetoneacousticpower levelscomputed
from each streamlineare then summed to give the totalacousticpower generatedand radiated
upstreamand downstreamofthe fanstage.Figure86 illust.,aresth treamline-by-streamlinesubdivi-
sionand evaluationprocedure.On each streamline,the flowischaracterizedby an equivalentwo-
dimensionalcascaderotor-starerstagemodel withan equivalentaverageaxialMach number M a,tip
speedMach number,M,, and rotor-starergap swirlMach number OM,,asshown inFigure86. The ro-
torwake developmentischaracterizedby the rotordragcoefficientfoR, as discussedin [8]and [9].
The geometricparametersrequiredarerotorand starerstaggerangles7R and Y3,rotorand starersoli-
ditiesorR and _s,and rotorand starerbladeand vanenumbers NH and Nv.
The basicrotor-starercomputationscheme developedforthepredictionofinteractiontonesisillus.
tratedinFigure87. A givenfanstageflowpathissubdividedintostreamtubeannuliasshown inFig-
ure86. The steady state aerodynamic parameters and blading geometry parameters are determined
from prior calculations and/or experimental measurements. For each streamline, the unsteady blade
and/or vane forces are evaluated using the previously described modifications of the Osborne theory
[9]. This evaluation is done for each frequency or blade passing harmonic of interest for each of the
four interaction sources at all cut-on modes which abide by the criterion of Equation 3. For each
Figure 86.
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star•r-generated upstream propagating mode, a transmission loss factor is applied as described above.
The contributions from all sources are then summed (on a sound power basis) to give the total power
in a given mode, and the acoustic power in all propagating modes are then summed to give the total
power at a given harmonic produced by a given stream tube or annular increment. Finally, a summa-
tion is made over all stream tubes to yield the total tone power in each mode and summed over all
modes.
The above analytical model approach is one step higher in sophistication compared to a straightfor-
ward two-dimensional calculation carried out at some effective radius in the fan annulus. It does pro-
vide some accounting for the radial or spanwise variations in acoustic source strengths, which may re-
sult from the existing radial variations in blade geometry, mea_ flow vector diagram parameters, Ioad-
ings, and wake properties. As such, it should provide useful evaluations of the spanwise variation in
the source noise. It cannot, however, provide a truly three-dimensional sound field prediction in the
fan duct since phase relationships along the span are ignored in the present model. Nevertheless, it is
expected to provide reasonable estimates of total tone acoustic power and should p_e_...'t the correct
trends for variations in rotor-stator axial spacing and vane number.
8.3 Rotor-Stator Interact!on Tone Predictions
Predictions were made of the rotor-stator interaction tones for the Rotor ! 1 fan stage vane/blade ra-
tio and axial spacings tested utilizing the analytical model described in the previous section. The aero.
dynamic parameters required as input to the prediction model were derived from the aerodynamic per-
formance measurement data reported in [6]. The aerodynamic performan_ measurements reported in
.z
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[6] were made on a configuration consisting of Rotor 11 (forty-four blades) and a forty-eight vane sta-
rer row at approximately0.5 rotorchord axialspacing, h was assumed, since no additionaldata was
available,that the rotor aerodynamic performance remained unchanged for the other vane
number/spacing configurations tested in the present program.
The fan flow oathwas subdiv-_dedintofiveannuli,with midradius locationsat 10%o,30%, 50%, 70o,
and 90% of immersion from the casing. Input valuesof Ma, M,, 0 and C/re (rotorclragcoefficient)
were derived from interpolation of the aerodynamic traverse data as a function of corrected fan speed
and rotor inlet flow coefficient. CoR was calculated from measured total pressure loss coefficients. It
was found that the radial variation in axial Mach number M_ was very small at the part-speed condi-
tions of interest (54°/0 to 80% Nr), and it was also found that Ma did not vary appreciably in the axial
direction either. Values of M,, 0 and CDR evaluated at the rotor exit were used for prediction model
input. The rotor loading coefficient 0 was found to vary considerably from hub to tip but was r,'latively
invariant with fan speed for a given throttle (DV) setting. In going from open throttle to closed throt-
tle, the axial Much number Me decreases, while both swirl coefficient 0 and rotor drag coefficient Cl)R
increase.
Calculations of rotor-starer interaction tone levels were carried out for the Rotor 11 twenty-inch-
diameter fan stage (forty-four blades) for 54%, 63%, 69%, 76%, and 80% corrected speed. Results for
forty-eight vanes are given in Tables 5 and 6, while results for eighty-six vanes are given in Tables 7
and 8. Results for both open throttle (DV = 0.95) and closed throttle (DV -_ 1.35) are given. For
each vane number and throttle setting, results have been computed at nominal rotor-to-stator spacings
of 0.5, 0.9, 1.2"/, and 2.3 rotor chords.
It was found that the rotor viscous wake-starer interaction wa._ by far the dominant mechanism for
all of the cases computed. The starer potential field/rotor interaction mechanism ranked second, but
was on the order of 50 dB lower in resukant noise level than that of the viscous wake interaction. A
comparison of predicted source contributions to tone harmonic levels for the closest rotor-stator spac-
ings tested (s/ca =- 0.5) are given in Table 9 for the streamline closest to the hub, 90% immersion.
For this configuration, the noise sources are predicted to be strongest at the hub and typical variations
of tone PWL versus spanwise position are shown in Figure 88.
The noise source distributions shown in Figure 88 indicate a strong hub dominance in both forward
and aft-radiated noise. This is due to the higher unsteady lift forces created near the hub because of
higher rotor drag coefficient, shorter spacing-to-chord ratio and higher relative velocity into the stator
(because of larger swirl at the hub).
8,4 Rotor Transmission Loss Analytical Study
The Fan Source Noise Acoustics Prediction Computer Program was used to study tt.)e effect of rotor
transmission loss on the predicted rotor-stator interaction forward radiated noise levels for the Rotor 11
stage configurations tested in this program.
CaIculations or' rotor-stator interaction noise tone power levels for the first five harmonics were car-
ried out with the rotor transmission loss and without the rotor transmission loss. The difference in
upstream radiated tone power levels with, and without, transmission loss effects represents the
influence of rotor transmission loss itself. The effective re)or transmission loss was computed as a
function of rotor tip speed Much number, and is plotted in Figures 89 through 92. Note that the net
transmission loss cannot he obtained by merely computing a transmission loss from the transmission
loss model or subroutine, because the tones are comprised of several spinning modes, each having a
particular amplitude relative to the total level, and each having its own trm_smission loss (and spanwise
disti'ibutions of same).
Figure 89 shows the net transmission loss versus tip speed Mach number characteristics re1 the
48-vane stator on the open throttle operating line. These results show that the transmission loss is rela-
tively constant, approximately 5-7 riB, for the higher harmonics v) >i 2 for subsonic tip speeds. For
Mt >i 1.0, a gradual rise in tone transmission loss is predicted, reaching 10 dB at M, - 1.3. The fun.
damcntal tone (n - 1 ) has a relatively small transmission loss of about 2-3 dB for M, < 0.9, and then
Q
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Table S
PREDICTED ROTOR/STATOR TONE PWL 48 VANES
(S/C)mm. = 0.$ and 0.9
V
Upstream Downstream
S/C DV C/oN n = l 2 3 1 2
48 0.5 0.95 54 125.7 128.4 117.6 136.9 136.0 121.9
(OP) 63 127.2 13!.9 119.0 137.4 140.0 127.8
69 127.7 132.2 122.0 137.5 141.5 131.1
76 128.0 134.6 124.6 142.4 141.4 134.7
80 128.3 134.4 124.7 145.2 142.0 136.4
1.35 54 131.1 124.6 113.4 139.6 134.5 113.9
(CL) 63 132.1 129.6 116.1 139.9 139.4 121.8
69 132.6 132.3 118.0 140.2 140.2 125.7
76 132.7 132.7 122.1 140.1 141.4 130.2
80 132.6 134.4 124.2 14,¢ 9 141.4 133.5
0.9 0.95 54 124.5 124,9 110.6 135.8 132.5 114.4
(OP) 63 126.0 128.7 112.1 136.3 136.8 121.6
69 126.6 129.2 116.1 136.$ 138.4 124.7
76 127.0 131.7 118.7 141.5 138.5 128.8
80 127.2 131.6 118.9 144.3 139.1 130.6
1.35 54 129.3 118.7 105.7 137.8 129.0 105.3
(CL) 63 130.4 124.4 108.2 138.3 135.1 112.5
69 130.9 127.7 110.2 138.6 135.9 116.3
76 131.2 128.7 114.6 138.7 137.7 121.9
80 131.2 130.9 117.2 144.5 137.7 126.5
exhibitsa rapid rise,as M, exceeds 0.9,reachinga maximum value of 17 dB at M, -- I.I. Figure90
shows the transmissionloss versus tip speed Mach number ch,_racteristicsfor the 48-vane stator
configurationalong the closed-throttleoperatingline.The qualitativetrendsare similartothose inFig-
ure 89, but the levels are somewhat lower by 1-3 dB.
Corresponding transmission loss versus tip speed characteristics for the 86-vane stator configuration
are shown in Figures 91 and 92 for the open-throttle and closed-throttle operating lines, respectively.
For this configuration, both the first and second harmonic trends differ from those of the higher har-
monics. First, the first harmonic has no value until M, > 0.93, since this is the so-called cut-off stator
design. Secondly, once the fundamental tone cuts-on, the transmission loss is much higher, peaking at
27 dB, than for the 48-vane stator configuration. Finally, the second-harmonic characteristic shows a
rapid rise in transmission loss when M, exceeds 0.76, peaking at 14 dB at M, --- 1.0. The trends for the
closed-throttleoperatingline (Figure92) are sim;larto the trendsfor the open-throttleoperatingline
(Figure91), but again the absolutelevelsare somewhat lower,
To gain additionalinsightinto the effects(predictedby the present analyticalmodel) of rotor
transmission_osson forward-radiatedtone power levels,the spanwise or radialdistributio.sfor the
tone power levelswith, and without,transmissionlosswere compared. Two speeds were selectedfor
comparison:
(a) N+.- 69°/o. correspondingtoMt _ 0.88,and
(b) N_ -= 74°/0,correspondingtoM, = 0.94,
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Table 6
PREDICTED ROTOR/STATOR TONE PWL 48 VANES
(S/C)uom. = 1.27 and 2.3
Upstream Downstream
S/C DV %N n = 1 2 3 1 2
48 1.27
2.3
0.95 54 123.7 121.9 103.9 135.0 129.3 107.6
(OP) 36 125.3 125,9 105.7 135.5 133.9 116.1
69 125.8 126.6 110.8 135.7 135.6 118.9
76 126.3 129.2 113.4 140.7 135.9 123.5
80 126.6 129.1 113.5 143.6 136.5 125.3
.135 54 128.1 113.5 97.6 136.4 123.7 96.9
(CL) 63 129.3 119.7 100.4 137.1 131.1 103.8
69 129.9 123.3 102.5 137.4 132.2 107.5
76 130.3 124.9 107.4 137.7 134.3 113.9
_0 130.3 127.8 110.6 143.3 134.4 119.7
0.95 54 121.5 113.6 85.0 132.6 120.5 89.5
(OP) 63 123.2 117.9 88.1 133.4 125.8 101.7
69 123.9 119.1 96.9 133.7 127.9 104.1
76 124.5 122.0 99.7 138.6 128.6 190.6
80 124.8 121..9 99.5 141.5 129.3 111.1
1.35 54 124.7 99.4 74.1 132.8 109.9 73.7
(CL) 63 126.3 106.8 77.9 133.8 119.9 80.4
69 127.0 110.8 80.3 134.3 121.7 83.7
76 127.8 114.3 86.7 135.0 124.9 91.7
80 128.1 118.9 91.6 139.9 125.4 100.7
These speeds bracketthe regionwhere the fundamental n -- I tone exhibitsa rapidrise(see Fig-
ures89 through92).
The spanwise distributionsof upstream radiatedtone PWL with,and without,rotortransmission
lossare shown in Figure93 for the 48-vane statorconfigurationon the open-throttleoperatingline.
The firsthreeharmonic tonesareshown. Similarcomparisonsfortheclosed-throttleoperatinglineare
shown in Figure94. One dramaticeffectof rotortransmissionlossdepictedby the trendsshown in
Figures93 and 94 isthatthe transmissionlosschanges the tip-dominated"source" distributionto a
hub-dominated distributionupstream of therotor.
The 86-vaneconfigurationspanwisedistributionsforopen-throttleand closed-throttleoperatinglines
are shown in Figures95 and 96, respectively.These trendsshow even more dramaticallythe reversal
from a tip-dominatedspanwise distributionto a hub-dominated distributionproduced by the rotor
transmissionloss.Itisalsointerestingtonote that,at69% speed (M, _-0.88),the fundamentaltone
is cut-on at all but the hub streamlines before being transmitted through the rotor, and then is com.
pletely cut off by the rotor. This is due to the change in cut-off ratio or propagation wave number in
the downstream-of-rotor to the upstream-of-rotor region_ due to swirl velocity change.
A study of the relative transmission loss contributions to the various spinning modes contributing to
each tone harmonic level was also carried out for the tip streamline (10% immersion). The tip stream-
line was selected because it usually exhibited the largest transmission loss, according to the results
shown in Figures 93 through 96. The 74%_speeC (M, _- 0.94) cases were examined. The modal tone
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Table 7
PREDICFED RGTOR/STATOR TONE PWL 86 VANES
(S/C),om. = 0.5 aud 0.9
Upstream Downstream
S/C DV OToN n = 1 2 3 1 2
86 0.5
0.9
0.95 54 124.8 124.8 124.1 130.6
(OP) 63 125.3 128.0 125.3 131.7
69 125.9 128.9 126.5 132.9
76 126.8 127.1 129.4 151.5 138.2 135.5
80 127.2 127.9 129.4 154.7 142.0 -137.3
1.35 54 125,8 115,8 125.2 126.8
(CL) 63 126.9 124.6 127.0 127.$
69 127.9 126.0 128.4 128.4
76 131.2 129.7 128.2 147.9 133.6 130.8
80 131.8 130.7 129.1 155.4 140.3 133.0
0.95 54 121.4 I|7.9 120.6 123.9
(OP) 63 122.0 121.6 122.0 125.3
69 122.8 122.7 123.3 126.7
76 126.0 124. ! 123.7 150.7 134.8 129.3
80 126,7 125.0 123.8 153.9 138.9 131.2
1.35 54 121.5 105.2 120.7 119.8
(CL) 63 122.8 117.2 122.6 120.2
69 123.9 118.9 124.1 121.0
76 129.5 125.9 121.4 146.3 128.7 123.6
80 130.7 127_3 122.7 153;9 135,2 125,8
PWL values, in bar chart form, are shown for the 48-vane stator configuration, on the open-throttle op-
erating line in Figure 97. The open bars denote levels without rotor transmission loss, while the shaded
barsdenote levelswith rotortransmissionlossincluded.Each circumferentialmode (m) contributing
to the tone isshown, as wellas the summed levels.For example, the fundamental tone (n = I har-
monic) in Figure97 shows two circumferentialmodes contributing:m = -4 and M ---52. Without
transmissionloss,the m -----52 mode dominates,givinga levelof 139 dB. In contrast,withtransmis-
sionlossincluded,the m = -52 mode becomes cut-offand only the m ---4 mode contributes.The
m = -4 mode suffer',about 12 dB in transmissionloss,resultingin a net upstream radiatedlevelof
II0dB (forthisstreamline),compared tothesourcelevelof 138 dB.
Similarresultsforthe closed-throttleoperatingline,4$-vane configurationare shown inFigure98.
Itcan be observed that,for each harmonic shown in Figures97 and 98, the largestnegativecut-on
spinningmode dominates the tone levelifrotortransmissi(,alo_sisignored,whilethe lowestnegativc
or highestpositivemode dominates the tone when rotortransmissionlossisaccountedfor. Analogous
resultsfor the 86-vane statorconfigurationare shown in Figures99 and I00 forthe open-throttleand
closed-throttleoperatinglines,respectively.Becauseof the highervane number, thereare fewer con-
tributingmodes, and so a cleartrendwithmode numbers isnot evident,althoughthe transmissionloss
itselfdoes increaseasmode number goes from positivetonegativevalues.
As fan speed isincreased,however, additionalmodes become "cut on," atthe tipregionfirst,pro-
ducinghighernoiselevelsout atthetiprelativeto the hub (seeFigures95 and 96). But,thesemodes
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Table 8
PREDICTED ROTOR/STATOR TONE PWL 86 VANES
(S/C)no_, ffi 1.27 and 2.3
Upstream Downstream
S/C DV °/oN n -- 1 2 3 ! 2
1.27 0.95 54 118.3 111.2 117.5 117.2
(OP) 63 119.1 !15.3 119.1 119.1
69 120.0 116.7 120.6 120.9
76 125.2 121.6 118.1 149.9 131.7 123.6
80 126.2---122.6 118.3 153.2 136.2 125.8
1.35 54 1!7.4 93.9 116.4 111.9
(CL) 63 119.0 1-90.4 118.6 112.4
69 120.1 111.2 120.2 113.3
76 128.1 122.6 114.3 144.8 124.5 116.4
80 129.8 124.2 116.0 152.6 130.8 119.0
2.3 0.95 54 190.6 92.8 108.9 98.5
(OP) 63 ! 11.9 97.8 111.0 102.2
69 112.2 I00.0 113.0 105.0
76 123.0 114.3 102.5 147.5 123.1 108.7
80 124.7 115.6 103.0 151.1 128.6 112.1
1.35 54 106.1 62.5 104.8 88.7
(CL) 63 108.3 86.8 107.6 89.9
69 109.6 89.0 109.2 91.0
76 124.0 L12.9 93.6 140.7 113.6 95.6
80 127.2 115.3 96.6 149.0 119.8 99.7
become "'cut off" in the forward propagation through, the rotor, and hence the noise is still hu_*
dominated in the forward direction. The aft-radiated noise would still contain the additional mode con-
tributions out at '.he tip at thes: higher fan speeds (69 to 74°/a).
From the above results, it can be concluded that accounting for rotor transmission loss in predicting
upstream-radiated rotor-stator interaction tone levels is very important in predicting the correct levels as
well as the correct trends with tip speed and throttling or loading, in addition, the correct evaluation of
rotor transmission loss effects on the detailed modal composition is important in selecting the proper in-
let duct I_ner/treatment design, since-the rotor transmission characteristics can change the dominant
mode contributingto the tone to be suppressed.
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Table9
PREDICTEDCONTRIBUTIONSOF ROTOR/STATOR INTERACTION MECHANISMS
TO TOTAL TONE INTERACTION NOISE LEVELS
• Upstream-Radiated PWL
• 86 Vanes
• Axial Spacing S/CR = 0.5
• Open Throttle, DV = 0.95
• Hub Streamline
_/oNF n SPF/R RPF/S RV/S RW/S TOTAL
54 2 65.8 49.5 19.5 122.0 122.0
3 62.9 0 19.3 118.6 118.6
63 2 66.4 50.0 16.1 122.6 122.6
3 50.8 0 20.9 124.7 124.7
69 2 66.3 49.9 13.1 123.4 123.4
3 57.2 0 17.9 126.0 126.0
76 2 65.7 49.1 12.8 124.6 124.6
3 59.5 0 0 126.9 126.9
SPF/R --
RPF/S --
RV/S --
RW/S --
Stator Potential Field/Rotor Interaction
Rotor Potential Field/Stator Interaction
Rotor Unsteady Vortex/Stator Interaction
Rotor Viscous Wake/Stator Interaction
I
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PREDICTIOrl VERSU,_ ME.':.,",UREM_NT COMPARISONS
The forward radiated tone P_ L versus ,p'_:i_i: ,_¢nds are sligwn in Figure lOi with both measured
(from l:ar field microphones) af,:l t',redictc !. (r_t_..._.,_otrtp_red. "['he results in Figure lOl are for 54%
speed, the only speed for which :',:..ilowbac,',_, ah ;_:'.'_'ndthe arc (u _ "to" 110°_ were reduced. Looking
first at Figure 101a, the eighly-si: ,.Jne cor.,_:;.,i"_",:i:s, th=.agreement between measut'ed and predicted
PWL at open throttle is seen to b: e)_celle_:¢, ex,.,._, for the 3X BPF level at t['¢ widest (S/cR "= 2.3}
spacing. The closed throttle cas_ _ .lo not sl,.:,w as _:o,:,d agreement -- the predicted levels underestimat-
ing the measured levels by I0-,: _B for t.'_e 3,_ BPF tone. The agreement between prediction and
measurement is again reasonabl.; good IL.r t.,_,, forty-eight vane configu;ations at open throttle
(Figure 101 b), bul a_zaip "=c 2X BPT: a_)d -;,;. _t'f; _one level.: are underpredicted at the closed throttle
condition. It also api,,ars that the l'.'iIIoff v'i_.;- _pacing is _.'orrectly predicted at close spacings (0.5
_< _/cR _< 1.27l, but is overpredi,:ie,J.._.l la)),;_,i sr,).l(.'ings. The change in falloff rate with harmonic num-
ber is predicted reasonably well.
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Figure 101(a). Predicted vs. Measured Tone PWL vs. Si_acing Trends al _4% Nr: 86-Vane
Configurations.
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Measurement versus prediction comparisons are shown in Figures 102 through 105 for 63% through
80% corrected speed, respectively. The solid symbols denote the predicted levels, while the open sym.
bols denote the measured levels. The measured levels are partial PWL values, i.e., the PWL computed
from integrating from _ = 30 ° "to" 60 °, whereas the predictions are total forward radiated PWL values.
The predictions are Iossless, i.e., no air attenuation is included, whereas the measured values include
atmospheric attenuation losses which vary from _0.2 dB to _2.0 dB over the frequency range of 6.3 to
20 kHz. At the lower speeds, NF = 54% and 63%, the agreement between measured and predicted
trends is better at open throttle than at closed throttle, whereas at the higher speeds, tl_e closed throttle
cases give better agreement,
For the cut-on stator design (forty-eight vanes), the BPF tone is overpredicted by 5-10 dB except at
the highest speeds (76% and 80%) where agreement between prediction and measurement is quite
good. Note that the eighty-six vane configuration is predicted to have a cut-on BPF tone (from both
rotor-stator interaction and rotor-alone noise) at 76% speed and above, and this is reflected in the mea-
sured trends.
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Figure 102. Predicted vs. Measured Tone PPWL vs. Spacing Trends at 63% Nv.
It was mentioned previously in Section 7 tllat tile aft duct average SPL was a close _lpproximation to
the PWL because of tile annulus area and conversion factor mat, nitudes invnlved, provided convective
terms in the estimation of PWL from SPL were neglected. It, therefore, seems reasonable to attempt
to compare measured duct average SPL versus spacing trends obtained from tile aft duct probe with
predicted aft radiation tone PWL versus spacing trends. Figure 106 shows the predicted (PWL) and
measured (average SPL) tone levels versus spacing trends for the aft duct at 54% speed. The predicted
BPF tones (forty-eight vane configurations) were so much higlaer (approximately 135 to 140 dB, see
Tables 3 through 6) than the measured ones that they had to be omitted from tl'e figure. Also. some
of the predicted 2X BPF tone levels at tile closer spacings had to be omitted from the figure for the
same reason. The agreement between predicted and measured 3X BPF tone levels is relatively good,
both in magnitude and trend with spacing and vane number.
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Figure 103. Predicted vs. Measured Tone PPWL vs. Spacing Trends at 69% Nv.
Similar aft duct tone level versus spacing trend L'omparisons _lre shown in Figures 107 and 108 for
bg"/, and 80% speed, respectively. Again the predicted BPF tone levels are too high and had to be om-
itted l'or the 80% speed comparison on Figure 108. The agreement between prediction and measure-
ment t'or 2× BPF levels is poor except l'or the eighty-six vane data at 69% speed where the agreement
is good (Figure 107). The 3X BPF level versus spacing trends are predicted quite well exccp_ for the
larges: spacing (s/c,_ - 2.3).
In reviewing all the prediction versus measurement comparisons shown in Figures iO! through 108,
it is concluded that, generally, the prediction model does _ reasonable job or" predicting the inlet fan
tone levels, considering the simplicity and approximate nature of the model, the assumptions and apo
prox mations that were made regarding aerodynamic input to the model. Unsatisfactory agreement was
obtained t'or exhaust tone levels, partly, because of uncertainty in the data levels resulting from mea-
surement instrumentation, data reduction, and tl_e data analysis methods employed.
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Figure 104. Predicted vs. Measured Tone PPWL ¼s. Spacing Trends at 7S% NF.
One consistent trend in the measurements not simulated by the prediction procedure, however, is
the tendency l'or the rune level versus spacing characteristic to level out above a spacing (sic R) of
about 1.5. The inability of the model to predict this trend can be due to at least three effects. First,
the tone revels tend to approach the broadband noise flow level at large spacings so that any reduction
in tone level below the broadband level cannot be observed. Second, the aerodynamic characteristics
(vector diagrams, Math number levels, etc.) may be significantly different from those estimated (based
on the traverse data) for the largest spacings, since the traverse data was obtained for the closest spac-
ing [6]. Referring to Figures 7 and 8, it is seen that the flow path geometry from s/c R = 0.5 to
s/oR =, 2.3 changes quite significantly and this may impact the radial distribution of flow properties at
the starer leading edge. A third source of this discrepan,'y _s postulated to be an inadequate modeling
of the rotor wake beha_,ior in large spacings. The Kemp-Sears model employed [81 does not take into
account the merging of adjacent wakes at large spacings and the exponential (Gaussian profile) nature
of the wake shape used forces rapid falloff of the wake gust harmonic coefficients (and hence noise lev-
el) at large axial spacings. As a final note, it is possible that another source of fan tones (inflow distur-
bances?) is creating a "floor" to the tone levels so that further increases in axial spacing would have
little or no effect.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the resul)_ obtained from the combined experimental/analytical program documented in
the preceding sections, several conclusions were drawn. First, for subsonic tip speeds, the inlet arc fan
harmonic tone level spectrum shape depends on both vane number and spacing. For the high
(Nv/N a _2) vane/blade ratio and close spacings, the third harmonic tone is higher in level than the
second harmonic level. As spacing is increased, the higher harmonic tones drop more rapidly, shifting
the spectrum peak to the second harmonic. For vane/blade ratios of about unity, the second harmonic
tone dominaies the spectrum at small spacings. Again as spacing is increased, the higher harmonics fall
off more rapidly and the spectrum peak shifts to the first harmonic. These trends are qualitatively
predicted by the theoretical model described herein, suggesting that the analytical model contains the
correct physical mechanisms for predicting fan tone noise.
At supersonic tip speeds, the rotor-alone noise field generation dominates the forward radiated tone
spectrum and spacing, and vane/blade ratio effects are minimal. In the aft duct, the effects of axial
spacing and vane number are still evident, although not as st"ongly as for subsonic tip speeds. For a
cut-off design (e.g., eighty-six v_ne configuration tested herein), the blade passing tone is not sensitive
to axial spacing at speeds below the cut-off speed. Once the cut-off speed is exceeded, however, the
BPF tone depends on spacing for the aft radiated noise. The forward radiated BPF tone does not, how-
ever, depend on spacing for the aft radiated noise because of the presence of a predominant rotor-alone
field.
The blade passing tone for a cut-on fan design (e.g., the forty-eight vane configurations tested
herein) is not nearly as sensitive to changes in spacing as the second and higher harmonics. Because of
this, much larger spacings may be required to achieve noise levels equivalent to those of a cut-off
design. This tradeoff is a function of the vane/blade ratios involved since the vane/blade ratio deter-
mines the number (and radiation efficiency) of spinning modes contributing to the tones and, there-
fore, their relative levels for a given spacing.
The effects of spacing and vane/blade ratio are not as dramatic on a one-third octave basis, since the
higher harmonic tones become a small contributor to the one-third octave bands because of the wide
band widths. The effect of spacing on tone level, i.e., falloff rate, becomes larger with increasing har-
monic number. Since the tone contribution to the one-third octave band diminishes with increasing
harmonic number, the net effect on the one-third octave spectrum is diminished.
The utilization of an inflow turbulence control screen (TCS) has permitted the measurement and
detection of changes in the "internal" noise sources. Some residual inflow turbulence and/or distortion
is still present and can produce residual BPF tones for a cut-off design as well as set a "floor" for the
tone levels at large spacings. These conclusions are based on the observed insensitivity of forward radi-
ated tone levels to spacing once the spacing exceeds approximately 1.5 chords and the evidence of low
order (1 through 20 per rev) rotor excitation from the blade-mounted transducer measurements.
The directivity patterns of the fan tones, on a narrowband basis, are highly lobular, and the precise
positions of the lobes are sensitive to speed. The measurement of tone directivities with discrete micro-
phones every 10° is probably not sufficient to truly "capture" the tone directivity characteristics and the
changes in these characteristics with speed, spacing, vane/blade re.rio, etc. A traversing microphone
would have provided better estimates of the actual characteristics.
The aft duct probe measurements reported herein have yielded encouraging results and the trends
deduced from these measurements supported the trends observed from the forward arc for field mea-
surements as well as having indicated some interesting differences between forward and aft radiated
tone noise behavior. The two-immersion sampling method employed herein was, however, inadequate
to provide more than qualitative trends. It may be possible, however, to obtain reasonably accurate
quantitative trends if a continuous traverse of the aft duct probe were employed.
10-1
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RECOMMENDATIONS
From the results obtained in this program, and from the conclusions drawn from these results,
several recommendations can be made regarding future activity in the present area of investigation.
First, it would be useful to extend the present narrowband analysis of the far field microphone data to
include the 0 - 0 ° , 10", 20 °, 70 °, 80 °, 100°, and 110 ° spectra at the higher speeds (above 54%) and
both throttle settings. This would provide more accurate estimates of tone power levels for use in
correlating with spacing, vane/blade ratio, and operating condition and would remove some of the un-
certainty associated with the use of 9artial power level (30 ° - 60 °) employed in the present study corre-
lations. The uncertainties are largest for those tones that contain modes having small spinning lobe
numbers such that the peak noise angle is less than 30 °, and for modes having a large spinning mode
number (near cut-off) such that the peak noise angle is greater than 60°.
A second recommendation worth considering is that detailed flow field measurements should be car-
ried out on the configurations tested acoustically herein. These measurements should include radial
rake (or traverse) measurements of total pressure, temperature, and flow angle at the rotor leading edge
and trailing edge stations and arc rake measurements behind the starer at several radial immersions.
An axisymmetric flow streamline analysis should then be carried out using the radial profile measure-
ments as input, to construct the inlet and e,it vector diagrams for each blade row at the speeds and
throttle settings tested acoustically. This information would remove the uncertainty in the analytical
model predictions associated with the input aerodynamic data since this input involved a considerable
amount of interpolation, extrapolation, and "educated guessing" for the study reported herein.
A third recommendation to be made, which can be done in combination with the second, is that
rotor-wake profile measurements should be made using hot wire probes. These measurements could
provide information for correlating the acoustic results with the aerodynamics of the rotor wares and
also could provide necessary and scarce information for developing an improved model of rotor wake
behavior. It is currently thought that much of the disagreement between model prediction and mea-
surements observed in the present study is a result of an inadequate model of rotor wake behavior, es-
pecially at-very small and very large distances from the rotor trailing edge.
A fourth recommendation to be made is that a more refined, analytical model of blade row potential
field interactions should be developed. The current model employed for the present study is based on
thin, small-camber airfoil approximations with the loading field concentrated at the point, usually the
one-quarter chord point. It is known that hub sections of ran rotors have considerable camber and
thickness; their Ioadings are distributed over most of the blade chord; thus they have a much greater
potential field influence on a downstream starer than is currently predicted with the present technique.
Similarly, the starer potential fields probably have a larger influence on the rotor than the present analy-
sis predicts. This is suggested by the strong eighty.six per ray signal observed on the blade-mounted
transducer at s/cR - 0.5.
Finally, it is recommended that the acoustic tests be repeated with the fan turned around so that the
aft radiated noise can be measured in the anechoic chamber with the far field microphones. This would
provide aft radiated noise data to complement the forward radiated data base and would remove some
of the uncertainty associated with proper interpretation of aft duct probe data. The aft duct probe mea.
surements could be taken simultaneously, preferably as a continuous traverse from tip to hub, and
these results could then be calibrated against the far field results. If such a calibration proves success-
ful, future fan noise tests and experiments could employ (a verified) aft duct probe measurement for
obtaining aft-radiated PWL spectra when only forward mode test operation is feasible.
Although some of the above recommendations are ambitious, the acoustic data bank established in
the present program represents one of the few sets (if not the only set) of high tip speed design fan
parametric noise data available, which is applicable to modern high bypass turbofan designs. These
ll-I
recommendations are designed to "complete the picture" and to remove some of tl_e uncertainties
identified in the present study. These recommendations also aim at extending and verifying our present
understanding of fan noise generation mechanisms through an intimate linkage with a logical prediction
procedure -- a procedure that shows much promise.
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NOMENCLATURE
A
Aaron
A_I
BPF -
C o
CR -
CoR -
F m
0"
1.,= .
K2, K3,
M a
M e
M r
Ms
m
N a -
NI-
n
PR
PPWL -
S
V
_J ch
YR
YS
area
annulus area
annulus area associated with a given streamline
blade passage frequency
speed of sound
rotor chord
rotor drag coefficient
unstead lift force on blade or vane associated with mode m
frequency, Hz
acoustic intensity generated at mode m radiated upstream (4) and
downstream (-)
K4, KS, K6 - kulite sensor designations, see Figure 6
axial Macl_ number
effective Mach number Mt/_/l-.14_
rotor blade transverse (wheel speed) Mach number
rotor exit swirl Mach number, OM,
circumferential (spinning) mode number
number of rotor blades
number of stator vanes
blade passage frequency harmonic number
fan stage total pressure ratio
sound power level, re: 10 -_3 watts (summation of acoustic
intensity from O -- 30° to 60 °)
axial spacing betv)een rotor trailing edge and stator leading edge
velocity of flow relative to noise producing blade row
fan inlet corrected flow (corrected to standard day
59°F inlet temperature, 14.696 psia inlet pressure dry air). Ib/sec
Mach number parameter _ !-M 2
rotor blade stagger angle, deg.
stator vane stagger angle, deg.
fan duct modal radiation efficiency in the upstream
(+) and downstream (-) directions
13-1
O|p
Po
TR
Ts
- far field observer angle from fan inlet centerline, degrees:
also used for fan rotor work coemcient, in Scction 8
- source excitation radian frequency, rad/sec
- ambient air density
- rotor cascade solidity
- stator cascade solidity
-.rotor radian frequency, 21I (RPM)I60, radlsec
li
I
i+
l
+
/
)
m.. ..
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Appendix A
DETAILS OF ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION NOISE PREDICTION PROCEDURE
!-
E
i .
i
. ?
r
The acoustic intensity radiated upstream and downstream of a blade row element in the two-
dimensional cascade approximation is given by
F2
2poCong (Ad)
where I_ is the upstream-radiated intensity and I£ is the downstream-radiated intensity.
Also, Po " ambient density in duct.
Co - ambient speed of sound in duct.
F,, - unsteady blade force per unit annulus area for the m ,h circumferential mode.
_m_ - duct radiation efficiency (_ for upstream, _Tnfor downstream) for the m t* circum-
ferential mode.
[
where Moi ..
M_2 -
M_l "
g)2 m
M, ..
B ..
R ==
The expressions
Reference [10]. They are as follows:
- + 1
1 - (-kiMal + mMyt)/(nBM,) 1
1- (k2M,,2 + mM.,.p/(,tBM,)
upstream axial Math number
downstream axial Mach number
upstream at)solute swirl Mach number
downstream absolute swirl Mach number
blade speed (swirl) Mach number
number of rotor blades N8
blade-passing frequency harmonic number
for nmffias a function of n, B, V, M, Ma and M_ are given by Equations (22-28) of
(A-2)
(A-3)
The coefficients ,4 1 and A 2 are the normalized acoustic pressure amplitude functions for upstream (A t)
and downstream (A 2) radiation, respectively. The term in brackets in Equations (A-2, A-3) above
represents the conversion from acoustic pressure amplitude to acoustic intensity, accounting for flow
convection effects. The coefficients `41 and `42 represent the conversion from unsteady lift energy to
acoustic pressure amplitude. The grouping (nBM,) in Equations (A-2, A-3) represents the non-
dimensional acoustic frequency at which the sound is being radiated.
Expressions for `41 and ,42 are given in Reference [10] as follows:
1
At- "_ [klA2COS_ + m (1 - Ma2_) klk2sin _] (A-4)
1
`42" "_ [-' k2At COS _ + m (1 - Ma21) klk2 sin _]
D m (1 -- M22) k2A t + (1 -- M21) klA 2 (A-5)
A-A-I
' - ' mlmlma
4_ - _ _ : _
where kl, k2, A1 and A2 are defined as follows:
and
/_ - x _ - m2 (A-6)
A2 " X 2 -- m2 (A-7)
2
1 [M,i x + (X__fl_m2),h] (A-S)
kl " _" !
l
k2= _7[- M°2x2+ (x} - _.m2)'h] (A-9)
Xt" (nBM,) - mM_..l (A-10)
X2" (nBM,) - mMy2 (A-II)
fit - _ (A-12)
f12 " _ (A-13)
The mode number m is given by
m - n_ - kV (A-14)
where B and V are blade and vane number, respectively, and k is an integer. The angle _ is the angle
the unsteady lift vector makes with the upstream axial direction. The unsteady lift vector is assumed to
be normal to the mean flow directioa,
Equations (A-I) through (A-14) are used to compute the spanwise distribution of acoustic intensity
of a given acoustic mode produced by a given spanwise distribution of unsteady blade force Fro. The
parameters Ms, Mr, My, _ are functions of spanwi=e position or radius. The parameters k_ and k2
given by Equations (A-8) and (A-9) are the upstream and downstream axial wave numbers, respective-
ly. The determination of propagating modes m is governed by whether the term (X_- fl_ rn2)'_ in
Equation (A-8) and/or (X 2 - fl_ m2) _"in Equation (A-9) have positive roots, such that kl and/or k2 are
always real.
Th,* u.osteady blade force per unit annulus area F,_ is a function of the interaction mechanism erO-
ducing it as well as the various operating parameters listed above. The unsteady force Fm is related to
the unsteady vane lift force per unit span L', by
m
F,_- 2':rr
if the stator is the source; and to unsteady blade force £,'a by
(A-15)
L.
t
BL 'a (A-16)
Fro- 2rrr
ifthe rotoristhe source (statorpotentialfield-rotorinteraction).The unsteadyliftper unitspan is
evaluatedusingthe unsteadygustmodels of Kemp and Sears[7,8],as modifiedforcompressibilityby
Osborne [9]. The followingparagraphslistthe equationsused tocompute L'B or L'v forthe various
rotor-statorinteractionsources.
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1. STATOR POTENTIAL FIELD-ROTOR INTERACTION
For this interaction, the rotor is the source and Equation (A-16) applies.
rotor blade section, L'B, is given by the general expression.
The unsteady lift on the
LRF s
L'a- _ [1 - (1 -#l s) e-ix cOSX] Gk K/. (A-17)
I'R/3R
where LR - rotor blade steady lift,
I"R - rotor blade steady circulation,
I"s - stator vane steady circulation,
/3.,< -- rotor compressibility factor "q_ - M 2
/3s " stator compressibility factor
X == ¢_R + ¢XS
MR "= VR/Co, rotor average relative Mach No.
Ms - Vs] Co, stator average absolute Mach No.
a s " rotor average relative flow angle
a s m stator average absolute flow angle
The parameter Gk defines the starer load-induced pressure field harmonic amplitude as seen by the ro-
tor. The parameter KL defines the unsteady lift response function of the rotor blade-section. These
functions (Gk and Kz) are complex functions of Mach number Me and Ms, and of blade and vane
solidities and stagger angles. Expressions for these functions are given in Reference [9], and also in
Appendix II of Reference [17].
2. ROTOR POTENTIAL FIELD-STATOR INTERACTION
For this interaction, the stator is the source, and Equation (A-15) applies. The stator vane unsteady
lift is given by the general expression
LsF R
L' -_ [1 - (1 - _e) e '_ cos X] G_ KL (A-18)
_ " Fs/3s
All terms in Equation (A-IS) are as defined following Equation (A-17). The function G, is now the
rotor load-induced pressure field harmonic amplitude as seen by the stator. Also, KL now defines the
unsteady lift response function of the starer vane section. Expressions for these functions are given in
Reference [9] and Appendix II of Reference [17].
3. ROTOR VORTEX-STATOR INTERACTION
For this interaction, the stator loading-induced pressure field excites the upstream rotor, producing
an unsteady lift on the rotor. The unsteady rotor lift produces shed vorticity which convects down.
stream as a "'gust." This "gust" excites unsteady lift on the stator vanes, and the starer is again the
source. An expression for this unsteady starer vane lift was derived from the analysis of Reference [7],
and is of the following form:
IL'rl- Ls _,, Ck e -'_'_ (A-19)
,_ COS a R
where
,_VRB
C,- k'-'Y,-"V (A-20)
A-A-3
Nk -IJ(k_.R)tlS(keon)llS(ncos)llIISkI (A-21)
Dk - I + [(cosX - Ck)/sin_]2 (A-22)
ek - o'R (V/B) (2b/CR) (A-23)
The functionH s isa complex Besselfunctionssummation, given inReference[7],involvingthe aero-
dynamic loadingcharacteristics(i.e.,stagger,camber, angle-of-attack)of the statorvane airfoilsection.
The functionsS(k_,) and S(n_s) are convected-gust"Searsfunctions,"Reference [8],and J(kkR)
is defined as
] (k/R) - ]o (k_.R)--_/_(k1R) (A-24)
where J0and J_ are Besselfunctions.The parameterkR isgivenby
kR - _'n_R (V/B) exp [- t (_¢/2 - aR)] (A-25)
The parameters_R and _s arc the rotorand statorcascadesolidities(chord/spacing),respectively,b is
the rotor-to-statormidchord-to-midchordaxialspacing,and CR isthe rotorchord. Note thatonly the
amplitudeof L'v isgivenby Equation (A-19);itisassumed thattheindividualsourcesactindependent
of each other,and the relativephasingbetween sourcesisneglected.
4. ROTOR.WAKE-STATOR INTERACTION
For this interaction, the rotor wake velocity profile is seen as a convected gust by the downstream
statorcascade.The unsteadylifton the statorvane iscalculatedusingthe expressionsgiven in Refer-
ences [8,9,17].The calculationisof the followingform:
I ,
L' v- "_ p V_ Cs G. Tn (A-26)
where
Cs ,,- stator vane chord
G, - rotor wake gust amplitude
7". = stator vane unsteady lift response
The wake gust amplitude is given in Reference [8] by the following:
2vr_ u,. sin X
exp (- *r2n2/ & z)
G,,- K Vs
(A-27)
J
I
i
i
,)
where
dR
K = J-_ cos a R "F
(A-28)
and
dR - CR/# R rotor blade spacing
Y - wake half-width
u, - wake centerline velocity defect
A-A-4
VQ'
The expr=ssions for wake half-width Y and velocity defect u, given in Reference [8] are as follows, in
terms of distance X' downstream of the wake effective origin in the wake streamwise direction:
Y- (0.65/V'2) CR (2CDR X'/CR) 'h (A-29)
uc - 2.42 VR C_DR/(2X'/CR + 0.3) (A-30)
where CoR - rotor blade section profile drag coefficient. Alternative expre3sions for Y and u,, are
given in Reference [13], and these were found to give better agreement with e=periment in terms of
predicting wake gl:st harmonic spectra. These expressions are as follows:
Y - 8"/Cud Vk) (A-31)
u_- 2 vR/ .J(2X,/¢RCoR) + 4.O (A-32)
where
1
8" = -_ CsCo [1 + 2.0 exp (-0.16 X,/CRCDR)] (A-33)
Here, 8" is the wake displacement thickness, and X, is the streamwise distance downstream of the rotor
blade trailing edge, X,- X'- 0.8 CR. The wake effective origin for the Kemp and Sears model,
Equations (A.27) and-(A-28) is located at 30% of the rotor chord upstream of the trailing edge.
5. TRANSMISSION LOSS THROUGH THE ROTOR
For all the stator source mechanisms, tile upstream-radiated acoustic modes must propagate through
the upstream rotor before radiating from the inlet duct. An estimate of the pressure amplitude
transmission loss is made for each computed spinning mode which propagates upstream. A two-
dimensional (high-radius-ratio approximation) model based on actuator-disk theory is employed. The
model accounts for rotor loading through the specification of swirl coefficient 0. Transmission loss is
computed for each spinning mode which contributes to each tone separately, since the transmission loss
is a function of mode number. At each spanwise location, the calculated upstream-radiated source lev-
els are adjusted for transmission loss for each mode. The mode levels are then summed for each tone
harmonic.
The actuator disk model employs conservation of mass and momentum across a blade row, as well
as specifying a Kutta condition at the blade row trailing edge. For simplicity, a circumferentially con-
stant rotor exit relative flow angle is assumed as the Kutta condition. This results in three equations
to solve for three unknowns: (I) transmission coefficient T, (2) reflection coefficient R, and (3) vorti-
city wave amplitude V. For an upstream propagating incident wave, incident upon a rotor with down-
stream swirl Mach number My and no upstream swirl, the equations for calculating T are as follows:
a_ R + b, T+ c, V- d, (A-34)
where
at -Mo-cosOR
a 2 ,, 1 - MR2 COS(OR +/_2)
a 3 -- sin (/32 + OR)
bt -M=-cos0r
b 2 -- 1- MRICOS (0T--_I)
b3 -0
cl --1
,_ A-A-5 )
c2 - - [cos _2 - (k_,/ky) sin _2] MR2
c3 -- (kJky) cos _2 + sin _2
dl - Ma -- cos 0t
d2 = 1 - MR2 cos (0r -- f12)
d3 - - sin (0r - f12)
The above equations are for equal axial Mach number, density and speed of sound upstream and down-
stream of the rotor. Equations (A-32) can be solved for R, T, and V by matrix inversion techniques
or by direct substitution. The incident wave angle 0_ is related to spinning mode number m, frequency
parameters (_ -- nBMt- mMfl and axial and swirl Mach numbers Me and _, by the following equa-
tion,.
"92+ m2 M2 (A-35)
The reflected wave angle OR and transmitted wave angle Or are then calculated from the following
equations:
(1 -" M_2) sin 0 I
tan 0R - (1 + Ma2) cos 0r - 2Ma (A-36)
G[_,, - _/1 - G 2 (1 - M2)]
tan Or - G 2 - 1 (A-37)
where
sin 0_
G - (A-38)
1 - Mo cos 01 - M._.sin OI
The axial-to-tangential wave numbrr ratio/_ffky is given by
kx/ky .,_ -(1 - Ma cos Ot)/(Ma sin 0t) (A-39)
A sketch of the relevant parameters and nomenclature is shown in Figure 109. Note that the transmit-
ted acoustic pressure amplitude Pr and reflected pressure amplitude PR are related to incident pressure
amplitude PI by the following:
Pr" TPl , PR'RPI
®
:L
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Figure 109.
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Paramoters and Nomenclature for Rotor Transmission Loss Model Described
in Appendix A.
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Appendix B
TABULATION OF NARROWBAND
TONE LEVELS
Table Run No. Nv S  CR
B1 9 86 0.5
B2-- 11 86 0.9
B3 6 86 1.27
B4 10 86 2.3
B5 12-- 48 0.5
B6 13 48 1.27
B7 15 48 2.3
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Appendix C
TRACKING FILTER TONE ANALYSIS RESULTS
Fig. Run Rdg. Nv S  CR Run Type Harm.
CI 9 67 86 0.5 Accel, 1
C2 86 0.5 Accel. 2
C3 86 0.5 Accel. 3
C4 9 68 86 0,5 Decel. 1
C5 86 0.5 Decel. 2
C6 86 0.5 Decel. 3
C7 l 1 55 86 0.9 Accel. 1
C8 86 0.9 Accel. 2
C9 86 0.9 Accel. 3
C 10 11 54 86 0.9 Decel. !
Cll 86 0.9 Decel. 2
C12 86 0.9 Decel. 3
CI3 $ 22 86 1.27 Accel. 1
C14 86 1.27 Accei. 2
C15 86 1.27 Accel. 3
C16 8 21 86 1.27 Decel, 1
C17 86 1.27 Decel, 2
C18 86 1.27 Decel, 3
C19 !0 69 86 2.3 Accel, 1
C20 86 2.3 Accel. 2
C21 86 2.3 Accel. 3
C22 10 68 86 2.3 Decel. 1
C23 86 2.3 DeceL 2
C24 86 2.3 Decel. 3
C25 12 32 48 0.5 Accel, I
C26 48 0.5 AcceL 2
C27 13 32 48 1.27 Accel. 1
C28 48 1.27 Accel. 2
C29 48 1.27 Accel. 3
C30 15 33 48 2.3 AcceL 1
C31 48 2.3 Accel. 2
C32 48 2.3 Accel. 3
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